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Page Two

Attend The Fredonia Fair
Fredonia'a annual fair affords all the
people of Caldwell county opportunity to
meet,

in pleasant

surroundings and an

atmosphere of conviviality,

and to

see

first hand evidence of progress made on
our farms and in our rural homes.

This

is an opportunity that should be siezed
avidly and with appreciation.
Such community events are both instructive and entertaining, blessings in
disguise; for they constitute a background of morale building which is invaluable-; and in our opinion, should be
patronized and perpetuated, for the good
of us all.
Last week Princeton witnessed a renewal of her annual horse show by individuals who had not previously taken
active part in such promotions here. The
horse show was an unqualified success,
brought many lovers of equine beauty
together in a beautiful and ideal setting

Pennyrile Postscripts ByG.M.p.

and afforded hundreds of persons opportunity to mingle with friends too seldom
seen.
The same is true of the Lyon County
Fair, revived this year for the first time
since 1926, and pronounced by many a
highly pleasing and beneficial event.
W e are told that the Princeton Horse
Show will be expanded next year to become a county fair, with the equine part
of the program the highlight; and we
welcome such a prospect, for we have
some knowledge and appreciation of what
its value will be.
To the forward looking men and women
who have contributed to the promotion
of these events, we offer our thanks and
congratulations and to every citizen of
this community who would enjoy himself in a good, old-fashioned way and see
pleasing evidence of progress in rural
things hereabouts . . . we recommend a
visit to the Fredonia Fair.

Schoolboy Patrol Needed Here
With the opening of our schools last
week, the problem of greater safety for
our children is again pushed to the forefront and drivers of automobiles passing
over our principal thorofare must be more
cautious than ever before, for /there are
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more cars running and more children
crossing the streets.
Adults and those not yet of voting age
who yet are permitted by law to operate
motor vehicles have the onus when accidents occur, for they are supposed to be
of mature mentality, while the youth
endangered is not.
But adolescent youngsters driving automobiles, yes and even grownups of ripe
years, are prone to be careless near
schools.
Hence, we miss the Schoolboy Patrol,
which functioned so well here before the
war when- the State Highway Patrol, under Govs. A. B. Chandler and Keen Johnson, cultivated the protecting groups in
numerous Kentucky cities and towns to
their most useful flowering.
W e believe here is something Princeton parents,
schools arid civic groups
should interest themselves in without delay . . . reorganization of the Schoolboy
Patrol.
It might be that the Bojr Scouts could
and would take this important chore upon
themselves; and, if the Scouts do undertake the task, it will be performed well.
W e feel the Schoolboy Patrol offers opportunity for service to the community
far above much of the civic enterprise
of adults and certainly those having a

part in it would gain the gratitude and
appreciation of all of us.
Parents can help greatly in protecting
their children by giving proper instruction, at home, about conduct upon the
public rights-of-way, including sidewalks.
Sometimes we have been surprised that
boys and girls going to and from school
had so little consideration for others on
the pavements. But, altho Reference for
elders seems to be one of the amenities
that has gone into the limbo, responsibility of adults toward youth has in no wise
lessened.
Children should be taught to realize
the danger which comes with bicycle riding in traffic. Here it would seem youngsters consider the streets their private
property, with full confidence car drivers
will look out for them, no matter how
many traffic regulations they violate. The
Schoolboy Patrol, with a little classroom
clinic help, could do much to save lives
by instructing children of their own responsibilities in traffic.
A traffic accident involving a child
seems always more tragic than when
adults are killed or injured and here in
Princeton, we can prevent many such
sorrowful and needless occurrences if we
employ the proper means.
W e cannot afford enough police to safeguard our children on the streets or to
give the kind of instruction needed. This
must be done by other agencies, including
parents and teachers.
W e feel rejuvenation of the Schoolboy
Patrol would be a big step in the right
direction.

Hold Terminal Leave Bonds
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Banks are many things to many people.
One cynic has defined a bank as an institution that will lend any sum of money to
anybody who can produce sufficient evidence to show that he doesn't need it.
Banks in past years have been targets for
much criticism, some of it justified, but
over the years they have strengthened
their positions in the communities they
serve, and the services they offer have become extremely diversified.
When a bank refuses to make a loan, it
is honoring its obligation to its customers.
It is willing and anxious to lend money
wherever the borrower can show that the
money will be profitably used and repaid.
It cannot afford to lend money on a hit or
miss basis. If it did, the interest rates
on its "good risks" would of necessity
be much higher than they are.
The veteran will be wise to heed the
advice of his banker on the inadvisability
of cashing in his terminal leave bonds. If
he is in need of ready cash, he should ex-

amine carefully all his holdings, and
should place his bonds at the end of his
list for converting to cash. There is no
better investment in his possession. Not
even the savings bonds pay as high a return.
The veteran who converts his bonds for
ready cash will be placing his money in
competition with all the other cheap
money for goods which are still scarce
and too highly priced. If he holds on to
his bonds, the high rate of interest will
net him a tidy sum in five years, and
there is every prospect that in five years
each one of his dollars will speak for
more goods in the market than it can
claim today.
If he is not facing an emergency that
cannot be met in any other way, the veteran should hold on to his bonds until
they mature. He can get along without
that jalopy that is selling today for more
than it was worth seven years and 90,000,000 miles ago.
(Somerset Journal)

"You Bring The Ducks"
Ernest Bevin, foreign minister of England, has certainly set a precedent in
gall, even if he has not accomplished
much else. His suggestion that the United States redistribute the American gold
cache at Fort Knox amounting to almost
$22,000,000,000, is n W h like the old saying of "Come to my house for a duck
dinner, you bring the ducks."
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Bevin says that redistribution of United States gold is one means of reviving
world economy. It is just another means'
by which England can get back on her
feet, at the habitual expense of the United States.
There have been few arrangements between the United States and England,
whereby England did not get the better
of the deal. It is well and good for these
two countries to live together in harmony,
but the time should arrive sometime,

when we can stop giving them a handout.
This gold is available to other countries
who wish to pay cash at a rate of $35.00
per ounce.
Mr. Bevin doesn't mention
this.
(Murray Ledger & Times)

Sixty of the estimated 80,000 kinds of
insects in North America, cost agriculture
$1,§00,000,000 a year, a pre-war government estimate revealed.
Before the war, the U. S. Government
estimated there were 80,000 kinds of insects in North America.
The term "aluminum" derives from
certain sea salts used by the Romans for
dies and medicines and called "alumen."
Latex, the raw material of rubber obtained from hevea trees, is not the sap
of the tree, but a separate fluid.
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Will H. Parrlsh,
Fredonia
Route 3, formerly of Lyon county, ran a classified about a piano
in The Leader recently. He was
in to advise he has sold the instrument to the Second Baptist
Church . . . which was entirely
fitting, he said, since the piano
had belonged only to the late
W. A. Swansey, of Kuttawa, and
himself and had "never had any
profanity played on it."
*

*

*

Pennyriler has a new paperweight, the gift of Claude P'Pool.
It is cut from a slab of hard
sandstone and looks like granite.
Claude says he is making tops
for outdoor furniture out of this
stone . . . a new enterprise for
Princeton.
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Johnny Graham, Bill Powell,
the news staff of the Paducah
Sun-Democrat and others who
know him are very high on
young Mr. R. A. Mabry, Caldwell county's new agricultural
agent, due to pick up the big
load, put aside by our favorite
red-head about October 1. Mr.
Mabry is solid with all the
right people down in McCracken
county, where he has performed
exceptionally well for 3 years;
so we favor treating him with
marked kindness, when he starts
his job among us . . . else he
might return to the metropolis
of the Purchase.
.
*

*

*

Caldwell county's exhibit for
the State Fair beat (barely) the
deadline for shipment and went
to Louisville on time, where it
was arranged by Mrs. Peck Ne3bit and Mrs. O. M. Shultz, Jr.,
and is supervised by Charley
Wilson. The display includes
products of the farm and of
Princeton's *principal
industries.
*
*
Highly pleasing evidence that
the younger generation responds
to suggestions and help in bringing about better days on the
farm was seen by this reporter
at the Lyon County Fair last
week . . . in the form of canning, apparel, livestock and the
4-H live-at-home projects. County Agent Aubrey Warren deserves much commendation for
the conspiciously fine job he
has done in organizing and inspiring a large number of 4-H
clubs. The quality of pure-bred
animals and their number were
impressive . . . assurance of rich
rewards for the youngsters and
the community.
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kelsey Cummins, who only recently took up the game, is having his troubles (as who does
not) with golf. Exhibiting an elbow which was black and blue,
Kelsey said he acquired the
bruises wielding his new set of
golf clubs. He got scant •sympathy, every golfer having grief
enough of his own, if no actual
physical pain.
*

•
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Poppy and David ended their
summer's playtime by operating
a store at the corner of Locust
and Darby streets, largely with
cantaloupes and
watermelons
from the 'Pickering farm. They
had, variously, part time partners
in Nancy Taylor, Jimmy Johnson and Tempy. Profits seemed
generous and the division thereof without undue cavil.
*
*
*
"The Roosevelt Story," a documentary movie which traces the
late President's life through his
innumerable film appearances,
was made entirely in Manhattan,
although the job was naturally
one of editing and selecting rather
than actual shooting. . . It covers
40 years of the private and public life of FDR, is the first of
eleven such scripts to have the
complete okay of Mrs. Eleanor
Roosevelt, and took more than
16 months to whip into finished
shape.
•
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Since no other man in the history of the world has been so
completely chronicled on celluloid, some 2,000,000 feet of film
had to be researched for .the
outstanding events of a turbulent
life brought to the screen in its
final full length of 80 minutesrunning time.
*

*

*

It includes the first sound
track ever made by FDR for the
newsreels, as well as all his
most important speeches pertaining to world events. It will be
translated into 14 languages and
distributed throughout
*
•
• tlSe world.
Elliott Roosevelt was editorial
consultant, being his mother's
choice for the job. The film
wijl begin its national rounds after a World Premiere at the
Globe Theater on Broadway, now
in progress.

*

If, as seems indicated, Caldwell county has a fair next year,
it is a safe bet many adults will
be amazed at accomplishments
of young rural residents in the
arts of the home and the crafts
of the farm. Every encourage-

Asia Minor is the birthplace of
three of the world's greatest religions — Judiasm, Christianity
and Islam.
*

»

*

Washington is known as the
"Evergreen State."

W h a t It Means:

Immigration From Europe
By Sigrid Arne
more population, but a balanced
Washington — The worry over population. They need people on
keeping Europe fed and at work their farm and range land, and
may partially solve itself through they're putting emphasis on taking non-skilled workers. They
a factor which the politicians
are looking' to the day when, for
haven't even mentioned: Literal- example, India is richer and will
ly millions of Europeans want be buying more Australian beef.
to leave for homes
in other Australian range is going to
lands.
waste for lack of market.
That report was brought to
Brazil wants immigrant colonWashington by Australia's min- ies to build up a more varied
ister of immigration, Arthur Cal- agriculture and is glad to get
well, after a quick swing through the "know-how" of the European
seven European countries to stu- farmer and the few European
dy that exact question.
technicians they are taking.
Winston Churchill has pleaded
But what does it mean for
with Britons to stick it out in Europe?
the home-land, but Calwell says
The possible answers kick up
he discovered that 400,000 Bri- here in off-the-record talks of
tons vtant to go to Australia. economists who don't want to be
And
Australia
wants them. quoted. Here are some of their
Another 200,000 want to come conjectures:
to the United States. Thousands ' Europe is losing, and will lose,
have already resettled in Can- some of its best people. The man
ada.
with gumption to pull out is
But not only Britons are on valuable. Besides, the nations
the move. Calwell says millions taking the immigrants are careof other Europeans are hoping fully screening them.
for new homes in Canada, the
Europe Was once the world's
United States,
Latin America most important factory section.
and Australia.
It shipped to all the world at
They fear another war. They the favorable profit that factory
feel it impossible to rebuild in sections seem to take from raw
Europe. They want to protect material producers.
their children from the horrors
When Europe loses its hands
they've seen. Many expect an- it loses part of its ability to exother war within five years.
port. But it also loses part of
The continent is striped with the pressing need to buy food
population shifts. Sweden, hard abroad.
up for labor, has just signed
And In other parts of the
agreement to take workers from world factories are growing.
Italy and Hungary. Some 200,- There isn't a so-called "raw ma000 Jews are determined to leave terial nation" in the United NaEurope. Beginning in January tions vnhich hasn't voiced a deAustralia will take 50 Dutch sire for more factories to piece
farmers a month as long as they I out farm production.
come.
Those factories are growing,
Brazil is taking in selected particularly in Australia, India
Europeans to build its economy. and Brazil. As they grow, EuSeveral other Latin American re- rope's old markets shripk. For
publics are half way through example, Australia is now exnegotiations to take in Europeans porting many small consumers'
with special skills. Both Canada articles—things as big as radios
and Australia
have taken in —and will shortly turn out its
thousands of the Poles who own autos.
fought with the British.
The possible outcome? WashCalwell says baldly that Aus- ington economists _ are not partralia wants to build its 7,500,- ticularly worried. They
say
000 people into 20,000,000 in the there will be a cfeaking, comnext two generations because plaining interim, but the result
they "have no faith in the peace- is likely to be a more nearly
ful intentions of "the Japanese." balanced living scale all over
The AQssies want not only the world.

Washington Letter

Literary
Guidepost
By W. G. Rogers
GUS THE GREAT, by Thomas
W. Duncan (Lipplncott; $3.50)
Chosen by the Book-of-theMonth Club for September, and
already sold to the movies for
a fabulous price, this novel will
become familiar in <me form
or another to hundreds of thousands of people.
The reason for that success
will be, In part, that it will be
stuck under the public's nose
where it can't be avoided, but
also that It contains an important ingredient making for popularity: Things keep happening.
They happen for almost 700
pages, and to a raft of characters, not only the bosses and
employees of the circus yhich is
Gus Burgoyne's pride, but also
horse trader, bar tender, storek e e p e r , newspaperman, cop,
clerk, trainman, waitress, schoolteacher, financier, artist, minister, fortune teller, law student,
good women and bad.
But to counter this virtue of
a constant, jittery, nervous sort
of action, the novel has more
than its share of faults. The action gets nowhere, as if it were
based on the Air Corps quip
about "Hurry up and wait;" is
not motivated and where it is
not trite it is not credible.
Some of Duncan's phiases are
unique, and he deserves to be
allowed to speak for himself:
A voice with "the texture . . .
of home-baked bread;" "the stale
beer of insomnia;" "her refusal
was bandaged in kindliness and
tact;" "throw buckets of kerosene on the fires of his hate;"
and a couple of sentences over
which you may wish to brood
and at which you may fume:
"The end of the year brooded
nearer" and (I can't find this
one but I'm sure this is the idea)
"He fumed to the elevator."
Some of the most elaborate
figures of speech, however, have
to do with the cow. One girl
has eyes "like a dairy cow," with
legs, horns, tail and all, I suppose. The same girl, or another
one, is compared to "a cow on
a railroad staring unstartled at
the steaming locomotive of his
irritation" . . . just like "The
Perils of Pauline."

foolish. Supporter. , a y BABY BARFLIES BAFFLE
u
not strict enough
CAPITAL SALOON UMPIRES
(For Jane Eads)
By Howard Dobson
Washington — How about
serving a short beer to a 27- that of serving drinks to ri
accompanied by an older
month-old-baby?
That is where the latest In- son. Congress p a M e ,
quiry Into the District of Co- for the District, 6 0 it i s
lumbia's preplexing liquor regu- partly responsible for th. "
e 00
plication.
lations haa led.
As soon as West made ^ „
Recently the District corporation counsel, Vernon E. West, ing police began to patroi J
ruled that minors can drink in ing places to see whether
public places if an older person was any rush of youngsteri j
buys the drink and receives it. taverns dragging older J !
The oldster can push it across ^ behind them. There wain't
the table to the minor.
The Alcoholic Beverage CM
If Sonny, 17 years old, cus- trol Board made a 6imiUr r
tomarily sips a glass of wine one night, and in 60 tav
with dinner at home, West rea- found only one minor. He 7
^
soned, there is no reason why he n't drinlfing.
should not have wine with the
The Alcoholic Christian c j
rest of the family when they has spoken up on the q u a J
dine at a hotel. If Pop and Son- Club members, identifying tiJ
ny drop in at a tavern on the selves as former alcoholics,,
way home from a round of golf, at
a testimonial meeting ti
why should not Sonny be able
to join Pop in a glass of beer? they were started on their dri*
This was a development that i n g careers by l a x reguiatia
which allowed them in
not even Washington, with its
when they were too
ymi
curious restrictions on public
know better.
drinking, had anticipated.
T h e crisis precipitated by U
In Washington, beer may be case of the 27-month-old U
served at a bar but only if the climaxed the thing.
customer is sitting on a stool.
Police reported that a maHard liquor may only be served and father went into a t a j
at a table by a waiter. All with their baby. They ordertdl
drinking must be done sitting beer apiece, and a short out |
down.
the baby.
A man cannot pick up his
What, they asked Wetf,
glass of beer at the bar and walk we to do about that?
over to a table to sit with friends.
He must call a waitress to carry the glass for him.
Tulips—named "tulipan"
The theory behind this is ob- the Turks—were first brought]
scure, but the issue is fought Europe from the near east I
out hotly in the letters-to-the- 1554 when the Austrian im
edltor columns every so often. sador to the Sultan carried s
Objectors say the regulations are bulbs to Vienna.

PARCHMENT HOODS

PROTECTION

Did You Know?

Sturdy,
tamperproof
Parchment
H o o d s atop each
b o t t l e of Princet o n Creamery Milk
p r o v i d e f u l l protection a g a i n s t
i m p u r i t i e s . That's
b e c a u s e the Parchm e n t extends far
down the pouring
lip of the bottle
. . shields the cont e n t s against contamination
and
impurities.

Palestine is proportionately the
most populated area in the Middle East. The Holy Land has 142
persons a square mile, as compared to 44 for the United States,
190 for Europe and 500 for the
United Kingdom.
e

e

e

The mibrab, or njche indicating the direction of Mecca, in
early Mohammedan mosques was
often decorated with creamic
tiles, on which verses from the
Koran were inscribed.
e

e

e

At Saratoga, New York, one
of the decisive battles in world
history brought about the defeat
and fcapture of General John
Burgoyne and his army, a turning point of the American Revolution.

THE QUALITY MILK IN
A QUALITY PACKAGE

Princeton Creamer]
Phone 161

For Good Business...
All business is the art of paying out money so
that it will come back and bring extra dollars with
it, says Loyal Phillips in his book, "Newspaper Advertising".

John

Wanamaker

jerk, it pulls.

said

"Advertising

doesn't

If it is continuous, it will exert an ir-

resistible force. Advertising ys no game for a quitter".

There is no business in Princeton which has been
a consistent user of advertising space in The Leader
that is not a distinct success.

Use Leader Advertising
and Pull Customers!
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Australia Boosts
Wheat Acreage
""mated
18,500,000 acres of Australia
will be sown with wheat for the
1947-48 season.
Commerce Minister Reginald
(The column this week is con- Pollard said this acreage comtributed by Miss Wilma Vandl- pared with 13.300.000 acres of
ver> Home Demonstration Agent) wheat last season, and an average of 13,303,000 acres in the 10
Hints On School Lunches years before the war.
The best type of lunch box
j, one that is easy to carry and Alas, A Lack
well ventilated, yet will protect
its contents from dust and in- In Emergency
San Joee, Calif. — (/P) _ The
it should be made durable,
odorless material which can be Santa Clara county health dew a s h e d and scalded. Waxed pa- partment reports a bit grimly
per for wrapping sandwiches, that it was "seriously handicapsmall jars or paper cartona for ped in handling a typhoid epijalads and desserta, make for demic, due to lack of sufficient
personnel, lack of an epidemiololunches.
well packed school
Lunches are likely to be un- gist, lack of adequate transportainteresting and poorly balanced tion. lack of an adequate public
if menus are not planned ahead. health laboratory, and lack of
Sandwich fillings may be made equipment."
for more than one day and kept
ing.
in the refrigerator.
Ground cheese, chopped raisins
Such canned foods as chicken,
jfcat, tomato juice, peaches and and nuts.
Ground shelled peanuts (roastpears, add much to the lunch.
Other home produced foods, such ed) and cream.
Chopped
hard-cooked eggs,
is eggs, cottage' cheese, peanuts,
walnuts, fresh fruits, and fresh chopped crisp bacon, and salad
vegetables furnish variety for dressing.
Peanut butter and jelly.
wholesome school lunch.
Peanut butter and grated apThere is opportunity for much
variety in sandwich fillings. Here ple.
Ground liver, chopped celery,
ire some suggestions. Shredded
cibbage, grated carrots, minced onion juice, and salad dressing.
One may also vary the sandonion, and salad dressing.
Shredded cabbage, chopped wich by changing the bread.
raisins (or nuts), and salad dress- Here is a recipe for banana
bread that makes a good sanding.
Ground meat, chopped cabbage, wich.
1% c sifted flour
minced onion, and salad dress% t soda
IVi t cream of tarter
\V. H. Johnson
Vi t salt
1/3 c shortening
J. Y. O'Bannon
% c sugar
2 eggs well beaten
For Immediate
1 c mashed bananas (2 or 3
Delivery O n
bananas)
Cream the shortening; add the
m o n u m e n t s
sugar a few tablespoons at a
time, and continue stirring after
SEE OUR STOCK—THE
each addition until light and
LARGEST IN WEST KY.
fluffy. Add eggs and beat well.
Add flour mixture alternately
with bananas, a small amount
Paducah Granite
at a'time. Beat after each addiMarble, Stone Co.
tion until smooth. Pour into a
well-greased loaf pan and bake
402 South 3rd Street
in a moderate oven (350 degrees
Paducah, Kentucky
F.) about one hour, or until
bread is done. This recipe makes
Phone 799
a loaf about 8%x4%x3 inches.

REAL ESTATE SALESI
LISJ

your Real Estate

NOW

with the company who will give
you personal service day or night
SELLING IS OUR B U S I N E S S — B U Y E R S

WAITING

For the easiest, quickest and
most profitable way to sell, call

W O O D REALTY & DEVELOPMENT

CO.

105% W. MAIN ST.
PHONE 142 or 120-J'
Princeton, Ky.

Grass Controlled
By Use Of 2,4D

D E T A I N E D U. S. SOLDIERS A F T E R RELEASE—The two U. S. Army officers and an
enlisted man who were sent into the Yugoslav-occupied zone of Venezia-Ciulia to negotiate release of three other U. S. soldiers talk to a G-2 officer as they and the three
they went after return to 88th Division headquarters at Gorizia (Sept. 4) Left to
right: Maj. Tom S. Phair, Hollywood, the G-2 officer; Capt. Jacob D. Conrad, Lexington, K y . ; Capt. Clifford H. Shea, Randolph, Mass.; T / 3 Milan Borish, Denver, Colo.;
T / 5 Stephen G. Novotny, Uniontown, Pa.; Pfc. Richard L. Donnell, Matton, 111., and
Hashino Keiji, Honolulu. The officers charged that they were literally dragged across
the Morgan Line and held for six days. (AP Wirephoto via radio from Rome)

News From The Past

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
October 18, 1907. Duke Petti' Confederate Monument Fund.
has bought J. C. Nabb's interest He made this office a pleasant
of 170 acres in the late Lowery visit and stated that the friends
Nabb homeplace. It is a fine of those who wore the gray
piece of land and Mr. Pettit is were in the contest to win.
lucky in securing it. He is now
advertising for two good cropOctober 29, 1907. Mr. and Mrs.
pers.
J. L. Wilkes have returned from
their wedding trip in the North
October 18, 1907. By oversight and East, and are now "at home"
we failed t6 mention last week to their many friends, who are
of the return of Mesdames W. P. delighted to see and have them
Henry and P. R. Shelby from back in Princeton.
a very pleasant visit to Washington City, The Jamestown Ex- Berlin Rubble Makes
position, Old Point Comfort,
Newport and other point? of in- Ersatz Mountains
Berlin — (JP) — Berlin, which
terest. They praise the East and
is
built on a sandy plain as flat
many interesting
scenes very
as a pancake, will have its hills
highly.
as fast as Germans can pile up
the
rubbish from its bomb ruins.
- Octobcr 18, 1907. It was anIn planning the Berlin of the
nounced by one of the ministers
of a neighboring town a few future, park planners have deweeks ago that he would preach cided that the city can best be
on the subject of "Hell and Who cleared by making "mountains"
Would Be There". Before Sun- of the debris and then planting
day came around, he received them with grass, trees and
letters from three lawyers, two bushes. The huge Nazi-built antimerchants and two town officials aircraft towers scattered throughand an editor threatening to sue' out Berlin which are being blasthim for slander if they men- ed to destroy their war potential
tioned .their names in the dis- will serve as a base for many of
course.
the hills.
>
^ October 18, 1907. Miss Mattie
Dalton, of Lexington, was in the
city yesterday,
enroute home
from a two weeks' pleasant visit
to her sister, Mrs. Logan Traylor ,of near Crider. Miss Mattie
has many friends in Princeton
and Caldwell county who are
always delighted to see her.

Berlin — (JP) — American
Army tenting is being used to
relieve an acute shortage of mail
bags in the U. S. zone of occupation. The Reichspost has purchased 24,000,000 square feet of
surplus U. S. Army canvas for
manufacture into 500,000 .mail
bags. The shortage of bags has
been retarding international and
domestic parcel post, newspapers
and letter services.
Great Salt Lake is the remnant
of ancient Lake Bonneville which
was once 850 feet deep where
Salt Lake City now stands.
Ant-lions of Europe catch their
food by digging traps into which
unwary insects fall.

Cents"

San Jose, Calif. — (JP) — The
Police Department's brand new
"drunkometer" consists of a balloon which a suspected drunk
is required to inflate. His breath
froom the balloon is then passed
through chemicals to determine
the alcoholic content.
The first drunk tested tried 15
minutes to blow up the balloon,
but was too drunk to do it.

h'il

There's No Safer Way
To Invest Your Money

RIGHT FOR GOING UP IN THE WORLD

-rt, S T E T S O N

When you put Four Leaf on
your fields you're making a
permanent investment in improved fertility. Four Leaf
can't leach out, you can't lose
it . . . once you spread it
you've improved your soil for
years and years. You get your
money and a big profit back
in increased yields and increased value of your farm!
Four Leaf is inexpensive . . .
it's the key to more profitable
farming!

i

Your hat wardrobe should include one lightweight travel hat—and the Stratoliner fills the
bill perfectly. It's a Stetson that's right, aloft
or aground—wonderfully sleek and youthfuL
See it today.

QohhtcuMe/bi

Write to . . .

Thomson Phosphate Co.
407 S. Dearborn Street
Chicago 5, Illinois

R

"Princeton's Finest Department Store"

OIL R A N G E

CONSOLE
0#l to l(noM
0r. Sol.bury'a
•OTA-CAM
Bli# fttlQUl

OIL RANGE
(5-burner,

t

Ky.

built-in oven)
(TOP-SPEED)

O

S

S

KEROSENE
RANGES
COOK STOVES

(Blu-Hot)

r

"Where Your $ $ Have More

W e n a v e A^Shlpmeiit

TABLE-TOP

Intestinal caplllaria warau. Ihar're

Princeton,

Finkel's Fair Store

of

Or. $atibvry*i ROTA-CAM an
by paultryman S M I avar «

Phona «11

ACCOUNT RELIGIOUS HOLIDAY

U.S. Army Tents
Make German Mail Bags

MmintoUlhrnk,
Uattk to Kty Wtst,
ROTA-CARS for
Roundworms —Sutt/y
On* of tht tost!

Wood Drug Store

Store Closed
Monday, Sept. 15

Hot Breath O f Law
Slightly Mixed Up

SALS3URY SAL

1907. Miss Lily
yesterday afterYork, where she
winter.

* October 18, 1907. W. R. McChesney, of Farmersville, was
here yesterday and started the
ball rolling in the piano and
piaola contest for the Caldwell

Canberra, Australia — (JP) —
Prime Minister Joseph Chifley
has anounced a decision to establish scientific meteorological
stations during the Australian
Antarctic expedition in 1947-'48
to carry out a systematic reconnaissance of Australian Antarctic territory over a number of
years with a view to establishing a permanent scientific station on the Antarctic continent.

Everybody reads The Leader!

October 18, 1907. Henry Towery has been this week attending his father, Mr. Wat Towery,
near Quinn, who is lying at the
point of death. "Uncle Wat is
an old citizen, about 76 years
of age, and well known and
highly respected throughout the
county. His death would cause
general sorrow.
* October 18,
Campbell left
noon for New
will spend the

Australia Plans
Antarctic Stations

NOTICE

Honolulu — (JP) Growth of
grass in sugar cane fields can be
controlled through the use of
2-4-D, the chemical weed killer,
although sugar cane la a grass
and the chemical does not injure
grass under most systems of application, says Dr. H. F. Clements, plant physiologist of the
University of Hawaii.
Clements' experiments show
that application of the chemical
before the grass sprouts can be
made to prevent growth of grass
where it is not wanted. Several
methods of application have
been used, some of which developed injuries to the cane plants
as well as controlling the grass.
The chemical has been spread
between cane rows, broadcast
over fields and spread by airplane. Clements emphasizes, however, that the work is still in the
experimental stage although it
proves pre-germination control
of grass is possible.

3-burner
(TOP-SPEED)

BOSS OVENS
BOSS WICKS

3-Burner
(Blu-Hot)

One-burner and Two-burner Ovens

Announcing
Our NEW

BEAR Complete SERVICE
Wheel Balancing
Frame Straightening and Alignments
In Charge of and Supervised by man
with 8 years' experience.
At tun in
MoJtrn Scrttn

Mr. Clyde Cummings

DORIS DODSON S
longer-length "two-pi«cer"
broaden* your *hou»de«, bel»cd«J
your middle, accent! die fluid
swing of your »kirt. Rayo"
dine; green banded in red and na»-f
Ural; black banded in Mim »•<*
white; brown banded in
•ad gold. 9 to 15.
'

Sula & Eliza

Boggess Chevrolet Co.
Madisonville, Ky.

Nail

Phone 24

TABLE-TOP BANGE
A style and economy leader with beauty, convenience and construction features. Full white porcelian finish - porcelian cooking grates and chimneys,
all porcelain oven interior - glassed-in oveh door shelf splasher - comfortable working height cooking top - Rock-Wool insulated oven.

CONSOLE BANGE
5 Top-Speed Burners. Newly styled, full-size console ltange 9 a leader in cooking convenience and
efficiency. Baked-on Black and White enamel finish. Glassed in oven door - porcelain oven interior.

Eldred Hdwe. Co.
PHONE 321

•y •
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Page Four

Friendship News

Fredonia News

Buddy Rogars, Norman Faught,
Frank Harmon,
Billy Melton,
Coy Moore, Jr., Elwood Dorroh,
Clifford Baker aad Preston Holloman attended the ball game
at St. Louia Sunday.
; t-

•

.j

|

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Beavers
have moved to the house recently vacated by Mrs. Rebecca
Rogers and Mr. and Mrs. Andy
Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Seldon McElroy
1*
left last week for Alton, 111.,
where they will make their home.
i * Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Coleman,
Rev.v Shirley DeBell and Rev.
Fred Wood were dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Yates in
Crider, Sunday.
Revival services closed at the
Baptist church in Crider, Sunday, with the Rev. Fred Wood
of Louisville assisting the pastor, Rev. Shirley DeBell. There
were four conversions and five
additions to the church. Baptismal services were held Sunday afternoon.
Mr. Mahlon Jackson, Chicago,
si5ent last week visiting his wife
at the home of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie McElroy. He
has finished a radio school in
Chicago and will be connected
with the television department
there. Mrs. Jackson plans to join
him soon, to make their home.
Mrs.
Raymond
Moore and
sons, Kenneth and Edwin, Groves
Center, spent the weekend with
her daughter, Mrs. Charles Quertermous, and Mr. Quertermous.
Mr. Moore, who has ben critically ill in the I. C. Hospital,
v:'. !» ;
Paducah, 'has been removed to a
hospital in Chicago for further
4
treatment.
ft1 a
Mrs. W. M. Young and Mrs.
.
' John
F. Rice were dinner guests
•
of Mrs. Howard Rice in Princeton Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Marshall
and son, Ronald, left Thursday
y

%

| i i H < r i l

LAXATIVE?

Pie and
Ice Cream
Supper

•
I

Friday Night,
Sept. 12
At

Cobb School
by Teachers

for their home in Ft. Lauderdale, Fir., after a visit to her
father, Mr. 3. T. Henson and
Mrs. Henson.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Caleb Oliver
left Monday for their home in
Gary, Ind., after spending last
week with her mother, Mrs. Mattie Rice, and other relatives.

Miss Ida Belle Turley, Evansville, spent the weekend with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Turley.
Mr.
James
Quertermous,
Owensboro, spent the weekend
with his mother,
Mrs. Josie
Quertermous, and family.
Mrs. Steve Jones, Murray,
spent several days last week as
guest of her sister, Mrs, Jonas
Hearod, and Mr. Hearod.
Mrs. Cecil Burton, who is employed at Shultz's Department
Store,
Evansville,
spent
the
weekend at home.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Jaco yid
children, Danny, Katie Jean and
Noel, Fulton, spent Saturday as
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
Hillyard.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Harwood
and children, Lelani and Charles
Lewis, Camp Breckinridge, were
Sunday guests of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. T- L. Grubbs.
Mr. and Mrs. Duke Beavers,
Detroit, are visiting her mother,
Mrs. Allie Bugg, and Mr. and
Mrs. Malcom Blackburn.
Rev. Charles HendTix, McKenzie, Tenn., was the dinner guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Litchfield Sunday.
Mr. George Locker and Mrs.
Grace Smith, Benton, were th
weekend guests of their sister,
Mrs. W. S. Goheen and Mr. Goheen.
Mrs. W. M. Young and Mrs.
Sam Howerton were in Paducah
Friday.
Miss Mary Hewlett and daughter, Peggy, Princeton, spent Sunday as guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Jirc Ray.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Taylor returned to Bowling Green
Sunday after spending summer
vacation with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett. Mr.
Taylor is a student at Bowling
Green Business University.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Easley
were in Paducah Friday.
Miss Doris Brown spent the
weekend with her grandmother,
Mrs. Sarah Cruce, in Crayne.
Mr. Donald Brasher left Sunday to resume his studies at
Bowling Green Business University.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Maxwell
have returned to their home in
Franklin, O., after a visit to
Miss Imogene Wigginton and
Seth Wigginton and other relatives. They were accompanied
home by Mr. Ed Maxwell.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Garret, Hopkinsville, were Sunday afternoon
guests of Mr. and Mrs. T. R.
Feagan.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Crider,
Chicago,
have returned home
after spending two weeks with
his sister, Mrs. Veldin Yandell,
and Mr. Yandell.
Mrs. J. R. Robertson and
daughters, Jeanne and Julia,
spent the weekend with relatives
in Poplar Bluff, Mo.
Miss Carol B. Quertermous,
Murray, is spending several days
with her father, J. B. Quertermous.
Mrs. Charles Young, Evansville, spent the weekend with
her sister, Mrs. Veldin Yandell,
and Mr. Yandell.
Mrs. Ray
Oliver
and son,
Evansville, were visitors in town
Monday.
Bill Melton has returned home

A T O N O F T U N A I N F O U R H O U R S — B e n Smith (right)
of Gloucester, Mass., stands beside his catch of four bluefin tuna, all taken on rod and reel in a four hour period
(Sept. 3 ) In Ipswich Bay, Gloucester, Mass. Holding his
rod is his son, Russell. Man at left is engineer of boat
from which Smith fished. W e i g h t s of tuna are, left to
right: 2 9 5 ; 5 8 0 ; 5 8 0 ; and 585 pounds. ( A P Wirephoto)
after spending 18 months with
the Navy. He spent several
months in Japan.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Frazier and
children, Rosiclare, 111., were
visitors in town Sunday.
Rev. Masters,
of Princeton,
occupied the pulpit at the Baptist church Sunday morning and
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Baker
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Hurst in Marion Sunday afternoon.
Revival services closed at the
Walnut Grove Baptist
church
Sunday. Baptismal services were
at 2:30 o'clock Sunday afternoon,
with the Rev. Raymond Stovall
officiating.
Revival services closed at Flatrock Cumberland
Presbyterian
church Friday night. Rev. C. T.Boucher, pastor, was assisted by
the Rev. F. Z. Tucker, of Litchfield, who delivered some good
messages. There was one profession of faith.
Mrs. W. M. Young, Miss Jane
Belt, Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett, Jimmy Landis and Seth Wigginton,
Committees of the "New Life"
movement, met at the First Presbyterian church Sunday night
at 7:30 o'clock for a business
session.
Mrs. Jocie Quertermous and
Mr. Owen Quertermous are in
Louisville
visiting her father,
Mr. Dixon.

• Everybody reads The Leader!

Bloomington, 111. —(fP)— A
large truck with motor dead,
blocked an Illinois Traction railroad traffic in Bloomington's
downtown district. The engineer
impatiently drummed on his cab
window while the truck driver
futilely attempted to start his
motor.
Finally, the engineer
eased the train up against the
truck's tailgate and gave a gentle shove. The truck coasted dow
the street, coughed and started.
The driver waved and the engineer smiled.
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It i* a h a p p y mating — Corn*
a n d S o y a in a delicious blending of tastiness a n d nourishm e n t . It b r i n g s y o u r f a m i l y
proteins, vitamins, a n d minerals
they n e e d for g o o d health. G e t
some today.

Sally COIN
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N»4l

formefi
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Sale!

FOR H O U S E W A R E S
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N O W READY

The project was organized by
the
Friends
Relief
Service
(Quakers) with the aid of the
British Military
Government's
education branch.
The visitors and German students do heavy manual work and
live and eat together. The university was reopened by British military government in April
last year.

Assist From Trolley

nice

[the
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MY NEW F A L L COLLECTION

Freddie McConnell

COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
111 W. Market §t.

and children, of Scottsburg, W e r e
here visiting fcer parents Mr'
and Mrs. Otho Storms, l^t Sun
day.
"
Friendship School got off to
a good start last Tuesday mornIng. A large number of p u p i k
were enrolled. Miss Thclma
Brandon and Mrs. Wood H0li0
well are teachers for the t o m .
ing term, and need no lntroduc-tion, for they have both been
teachers here, this being ule
fourth term here for Mi ls R r a n .
don, and we already predict a
successful term.

Loel Hale, Misses Sue Ellen DeBoe and Caryoline Storms are
ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl James, of
Detroit, were here last week
viritlng relatives. They were dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Orland Newaom , last Saturday
night.
Uncle Bob White is recovering
from a heat prostration, suffered
last week while in Princeton.
Mr. and Mrs. Dixie Coleman
were in this community last
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Vickery

The remaining lot or lots of O l d Ball Park.
The total a r e a is approximately 3 acres.
Land
lies level and requires no grading.
Ideal for
industrial site with 377 ft. joining I.C.R.R. and
fronting 6 5 9 ft. on Mechanic St.

Company Insurance

M A R K CUNNINGHAM, Agent

Berlin — (A"> — Twenty - five
students from Denmark, Sweden, France, Great Britain, Holland, Switzerland and the United States are helping German
students rebuild the Berlin Technical University which was laid
in ruins during the war, a British announcement says.

F o r

Capital Stock

Standard Protection

Americans Help
Build Berlin School

By Mrs. W. M. Cartwright
Rev. Bert Dawson, of Dawson
Springs, filled his appointment
at Cross Roads Christian Church
Sunday.
Mr, and Mrs. Howard DeBoe
and children visited in Fredonia
Labor day.
Several from here atended the
revival and baptizing at Pleasant Grove last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Flekchman, Jr., of Louisville, were
here last weekend and Labor
day, visiting his grandmother,
Mm. W. M. Cartwright, and uncle, M. C. Cartwright, and Mrs.
Cartwright.
Mrs. Tillie Pickering, of Scottsburg, was the guest of her sister, Mrs. W. M. Cartwright' several days last week.
The reunion of the Cook families was well attended at Cross
Roads Church last Sunday. A
nice picnic dinner was spread
at noon, and an enjoyable day
was had by all who attended.
The fine rain which fell last
Monday was very much appreciated by everyone.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Pickering and children, Laura Sue and
Johnny, Mr. and Mrs. M. C.
Cartwright, Mr. and Mrs. H. R.
Fleischman, Jr., of Louisville,
Mrs. W. M. Cartwright and Mrs.
Tillie Pickering all enjoyed an
outing at Pennyrile Forest Park
on Labor day.
Mr?.
Hobart Traylor
and
daughter, of Fredonia, were in
this community last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Spickard, of
Crider, and Mr. and Mrs. Glover
Lewis, Jr., were recent guests

of Mr. and Mrs. Shelllo White.
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Adams recently had visitors from Evansville, Ind.
Mrs. Herbert Parr, of Louisville, who has recently visited her
mother, Mrs. Robbie Lowery, and
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Bob
White, has returned to her home,
Th Cross Roads Church is being recovered by church members and other repairs are being
looked after.
Howard DeBoe was in Detroit last week on business.
Mrs. W. M. Cartwright, Mrs.
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DUCK RAISES COCKER P U P S - T h i s white duck, Peep,
moved in with a litter of cocker spaniel pups at the George
Schoen home in Kirkland, Wash., and assumed the job of
guarding them when the pups' mother, Candy, walked off
in a huff at the intrusion. Peep, shown in a rowboat with
five pups, is adept at keeping them free of fleas. (AP
Wirephoto)

[\.Tiong

those f r o m other places
tending homecoming were Mr.

U Mrs
Leonard P'Pool, of
dnbria, III; Mrs. Omer Stewk 0f Evansville, Ind.; Mr. and
L corse Wood, M r . Clinton

Ld, Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Ladd
L daughter, Margaret Nell,
•to Fannie Newson, Mrs. Jodie
fcwson, Mr. Kellie Rogers, of

Lcston; Mr. and Mrs. Collins
food, Mr. and Mr3. Berry Aria and children, of Hopkinsvilfc Mrs. Albert Storms, of Scotts-

Lg, Mr. and Mrs. Garland
boulders and daughter, Margie,
Ed Mrs. Cora W o o d ,

of

Cobb;

hand Mrs. R. W. Keller and
Ittfe daughter, of Hopkinsville.
Mrs. Will T h o m a s has been
listing relatives h e r e .

Mr. and Mrs. David Mitchell
|od son, Gaydon, were dinner
jnests of Mrs. Z o r a Wilson and
truly Sunday.

Mr. and Mrs. Leroy P'Pool and
Rabies. Jimmie and Judy, and
Iiss Ethel Hopper, of Dripping
|prings. were dinner guests of
Kiss Nola Wilson S u n d a y .
Mrs. Arden H i g d o n and Miss
Badvs Staples, of Evansville;
|rs. Jodie Newson, o f PrinceIon, and Miss C o r a Wood, of

tobb, visited Mrs. Ernest Lacey
•ring the revival.
Mr. and Mrs. R o y W a l l a c e and
lis. Walter Overby, o f Hopkins-

Kepair
All Makes
Service Guaranteed

PRINCETON
LUMBER CO.
S. Seminary S t
Phone 260

ville, attended church here one
night.
Among those attending the revival were Mr. and Mrs. Claud
Rogers and children, of Consolation, Christian county; Mr. and
Mrs. Guy P' Pool, Mr. and Mrs.
Sidney Bryant, Mr. and Mrs.
Bud Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. Emery
Keller, of Cerulean; Mrs. Elnora
Adams, Miss Cleo Hart, Ralph
and Charles Hart, of Cobb; Mr.
and Mrs. Huel Teasley and little
daughter, Jeanette, of Brandenburg.
Little Misses Syble Redd, Ramona and Linda Rowland, of
Wallonia, visited little Misses Irene and Glenda Rogers during
the revival.
Mr. R. C. Rogers who wa3
graduated in electrical engineering at the University of Kentucky, Lexington, Friday night, is
at home for a few days.
Miss Maurine Rogers has returned home from Jennie Stuart
Hospital where she has been employed, to attend school.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Cartwright have had as their visitors recently Mr. and Mrs. Loyd
Arnold, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Cartwright and baby, of Detroit;
Mr. and Mrs. Garvie Shepherd,
of Dayton, O.
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Turner have
returned" from Dayton, O., and
are at his father's, Mr. Otis
Turner.
Mrs. Manie Jewell, of Hopkinsville, visited relatives here and
attended tha revival.
Mis6 Maurine Rogers spent
one night recently with her aunt,
Nola Wilson
Among the homes in which the
Revs. Beamon and Rowland were
entertained were Messrs. Edd
Gresham, Ernest Lacey, Aaron
Rogers, Hugh McGowan, Claud
Storms, John McElroy, Otho
Morris, Harold P'Pool, Emery
Keller and Carl Rogers.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Haile attended the graveyard cleaning
at Macedonia Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Parker and children, of Indiana, visited Mr. and
Mrs. Lorenzo Farris this week.
Mr. John Hurley, of Harmony,
attended the revival several
times, being his first time in 26
years. Mrs. Leonard P'Pool, of
Cambria, 111., had not attended
services here in 30 years; Mrs.

Bobbie Thomas, of Christian
county, had not been here in 45
years; Mrs. Omer Stewart, of Evansville, in several years. We
were glad- to have them and
hope they come many more
times.
Several from here attended the
horse show at Princeton, Monday
and Tuesday night.
Mr. Loyd Aldridge is very ill
and under the care of Dr.
Hatcher.
Several from here attended the
Cook reunion at Cross Roads
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Word,
Mr. and Mrt. Autie Ladd, of
Princeton, attended the baptizing
Sunday afternoon.
Miss Verla Farris spent one
day recently with Mrs. Ralph
Haile.
Mr. and Mrs. Hershell Lilly, of
Herrin, 111., visited Mr. and Mrs.
Press Lilly, recently.
Mrs. Alice Leitchfield has returned from Herrin, 111., where
she visited her son, Hershell.
Miss Nola Wilson recently called on Mesdames Vela and Eleen
Wilson, in Princeton.
Our little cowboy, Jodie Lynn
Turner, rode his pony at the
Princeton Horse Show and as usual got a ribbon.
"
Several from here attended the
Circle meeting at Bainbridge
Sunday.
Revs. Fynn, of Henderson, and
Sisk, of Hopkinsville, were visitors at the revival.
Rev. and Mrs. Olen Sisk, of

New leave policies for veterans
attending school under the G.I.
Bill were announced today by
t h e Veterans Administration
Ohio-Michigan-Kentucky Branch
Office in Columbus, Ohio.
The new regulations affect
more than 100,000 student veterans in Ohio, 80,000 in Michigan and. 25,000 in Kentucky.
Student veterans now will be
granted automatic leave during
change of semesters in order to
insure unbroken subsistence payments. In the past, student veterans. had to make 30-day advance application for leave if
they desired to continue in training status between semesters.
This generally applied to the
longer interims between the
spring and summer and the summer and fall terms.
Veterans now will receive subHopkinsville, were visitors of Mr.
and Mrs. Gresham one day recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh McGowan
visited Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
Bob McGowan at Princeton Sunday.
Mrs. Witherepoon, of Princeton,
visited her (laughters, Mesdames
Claud Storms and Hugh McGowan and attended the revival.
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Wilson, of
Cadiz, attended the revival several times.
V'Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Croft
and little daughters visited Mr.
and Mrs. Lorenzo Hensley Sunday.

sistence payment* for the full
enrollment jieriod certified to
VA by the educational institution*, provided there are no more
than 15 days between terms. Veterans will be put on the subsistence rolls from the date of
enrollment until 15 day* after
close of the period certified by
the schools. The automatic leave
will be charged against their entitlement to education and training. Those who do not want the
leave must notify VA In writing
at least 30 days before the end
of the school year or other period
of enrollment.
Student veterans formerly—accrued leave at the rate of two
and a half days a month during
their training. Now, however,
no leaves other than the 15-day
extension in training status will
be authorized by VA with the
exception of scholastic leaves
applicable to all other students.
The new policies apply only
to veterans studying In institutions of higher 'learning under
provisions of the G.I. Bill, VA
officials said.

LESS A BIO

ONLY

Retired Officers, EM
May Handle V A Claims

TRADE-IN

ALLOWANCE

Retired officers and enlisted
men of the armed forces may
now represent veterans in claims
against the Veterans Administration as accredited representatives
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WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES
Low cosl Iravel on time saving schedules

FIRST IN R U B B E R
O P E N DAILY at 1:00 P.M

SHOWS

CONTINUOUS

TODAY AND FRIDAY

S U N . & M O N . , S E P T . 14-15

WED.-THURS.-FRI.,

SHOWS
SEPT.

17-18-19

BE THERE WHEN IT HAPPENS!
. . i r s THE YEAR'S HAPPY HIT
T PARADE, LAFF PARADE MUSICAL !

Peggy

Victor

^ Cummins • Mature
r
Ethel B a r r y m o r e
BOLDLY BASED O N THE

BIG, BlUSHI/CG BOOK
THAT BECAME

THE

BIA1ING BEST-SELLERi

,h V I N C E N T

S A T U R D A Y , S E P T . 1 3 - O P E N 10 A . M
Action and excitement as he matches
his Bull Whip against a killer's guns!

HOWERTON'S."

Sam,

GHOST TOWN R E N E G A D E S
Starring the new western sensation

L A S H LARUE

Mcvjt'ttmi

>FRED0NIA, KY.

with AL "FUZZY" ST. JOHN
Extra!
MERRIE MELODY
CARTOON

PRICE

Added!
MOVIETONE NEWS
with
Lowell Thomas

Added Treats!
TECHNICOLOR FEATURETTE
COLOR CARTOON
PARAMOUNT NEWS

Plus!
WORLD NEWS
SPORTS REVIEW

"''m glad you. like it! I always buy my dresses

127-J

U j | f l C ^ *

O P E N DAILY at 1:00 P.M
CONTINUOUS

O N

Extra!
Chapter 10
JUNGLE RAIDERS

1 D A Y ! TUESDAY, SEPT.

16

COMING

ATTRACTIONS!

Love, Laughs and Songs! . . . The gay
romance of a campus Cleopatra!

S W E E T H E A R T of SIGMA CHI
featuring
PHIL REGAN — ELSIE KNOX — TOM HARMON
FRANKIE CARLE and his ORCHESTRA
Plus These Shorts!
MARCH OF TIME

NEW TRAINS FOR OLD

ANIMAL COMEDY (It's A Scream)

THE LATE G E O R G E APLEY
THE YEARLING

DARK DELUSION

THEY W O N ' T BELIEVE ME
LOVE A N D

LEARN

BACKLASH

' W O M A N O N THE BEACH

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON,

12 From County
At Demonstration

Warns People May Ask
For Price Controls
(BR

••w

M

ASSOCIATED

PRESS)

Washington — Sen. Kilgore
(D-W. Va.) said this week there
will be "a terrific drive" on
Congress to restore price controls unless industry limits profits to reduce prices.
Kilgore told a news conference
that "unless business protects
the capitalistic system with normal profits on operation, you
are going to find the people demanding that the government
step in."
Kilgore said that when removal of controls was being considered last year, "industry—
and I mean particularly the National Association of Manufacturers — came to Congress and
said prices soon would reach a
normal ' level if controls were
removed. They shall now live
up to that promise."

Mayfield Guernsey
Sale Is Called Off
A sale of Guernsey cattle, announced for Tuesday, Sept. 16,
at Mayfield, has been called off
due to an anthrax quarantine in
four Purchase counties, L. J.
Hollenbach, Jr., Louisville, president of the Kentucky Guernsey
Association, announced this week.
Some animals which were to
have been shipped to Mayfield
for the sale have been re-consigned to a Guernsey sale to be
held at Bowling Green, Wednesday, Sept. 17, it was stated.

Great Britain, closest competitor of the United States in «utom o b i l e production, produced
365,282 motor vehicles in 1946
compared to 3,088,000 in the
United States.

Few Leave Bonds
Being Cashed Now

See Complete Farm Plan
Applied On McLean
Farm In Day

A number of Caldwell county
farmers attended the soil conservation demonstration field day
in McLean county on the farm
of David Waltrip where the
measures of a complete soil conservation farm plan were all
applied in a day.
The conservation work included building terraces and diversion ditches,
building a livestock water and fish pond, rearranging fences, liming, fertilizing and seeding the land and
other measures. Different kinds
of modern equipment were used
on the job.
Those who went from Caldwell
county were: George Brown,
Wood Holloway,
Raymond
Phelps, Jess Phelps, Charles
Hubbard, Edwin Lamb, Ancil
Vinson, Porter M. Sell, Donald
Roberts, W. P. Oldham, Edward
L. Sanders $nd Oliver C. Allcock.
B. T. Daum, who is managing
the Melville Young farm in the
Fredonia community, has completed a wide waterway which
also has been seeded to rye and
Fescue 31. The waterway was
\ponetructed according to Stoil
Conservation
Service
recommendations, with Edward L.
Sanders supervising the work.
Mrs. Annie D. McElory, of the
Fredonia community, has cut two
drainage ditches and constructed
two diversion ditches on her
farm with the assistance of the
Caldwell County Soil Conservation District.
Livestock water ponds have
recently been constructed on the
farms of Hulett McDowell,' of
t h e Farmersville community;
William Coleman, of the Freewill community; Luther Stallins,
of the Lewistown community,
and B. G. Thomason,
of the
Farmersville community.
Ancil Vinson, of the Enon community, is seeding five acres to
certified Fescue 31 seed, which
was made available by the Soil
Conservation Service through
the local soil conservation district.
•
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Many Caldwell Veterans
Decide To Hold
Certificates

ASKS SEARCH FOR SON —
The War Department has officially called the case "closed"
but Mrs. Udya C, Podoloff'of
New Haven, Conn., through
her attorney,
plans to ask
Secretary of War Kenneth C.
Royall to have the records
show her son Pvt. Stephan C.
Lautenbach is missing rather
than dead. (AP Wirephoto)

Deaths-Funerals

Stanlie D. Nichols

Very few terminal leave bonds
are being cashed In Princeton
at present, according to Henry
Sevison, president of the First
National Bank and J. B. Lester,
president of the Farmers National Bank.
Figures were unavailable but
there has been a decided decline
from the approximately $33,500
exchanged for veterans' bonds
the first day.
During the first five days terminal leave bonds
could be
cashed, more than one-fifth of
the issue was turned in, it was
announced by the U. S. Treasury.
Through Saturday the government paid out a total of $437,363,823. Principal amounted to
$420,170,425 and interest, $17,256,398. Figures were still incomplete, because of time lag
in delivery of bonds to the Federal Resprve System by banks
which cashed them.

At The Churches

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Tom W. Collins, Pastor
Regular evening services were
resumed last Sunday with the
"Vesper Singers" offering special music. Informality of evening services and with the splendid leadership of the young people, promise to make these popular.
Sunday School attendance continues to grow. One hundred
fifty-six attended last week.
We were happy to welcome
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Tuck into
fellowship of the church last
Sunday.

Stanlie D. Nichols, 76, retired
railroad engineer and resident of
Ft. Worth, Tex., the last 40 years,
died August 31 at his home after
a long illness.
Mr. Nicholas, a native of Caldwell county, began his railroad
career in Dallas and was retired
in 1936, after 36 years of 6ervice.
He was a member of the Knights
of Pythias.
Survivors are his widow, the
former Fannie Griffith; a daughter, Mr3. Carl Young, of El Paso,
Tex., a son, Eugene, of Ft. Worth;
four grandchildren and a greatgrandchild.
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Burial was in Ft. Worth.
Rev. J. T. Cunningham will
preach in the Cedar Bluff Baptist Church next Sunday afterJames M. Thompson
James Mack Thompson, prom- noon at 2:30 o'clock.
inent citizen and farmer of the
Farmersville community, died at FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor.
his home Thursc^y, Sept. 4. He
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
suffered a paraleytic stroke
11:50 a.m. Morning Service.
Aug. 30.
6:45 p.m. Training Union.
Mr. Thompson was born in
7:30 Evening Wsyship.
Webster county, Kentucky. He
1870 in McMinn county, Tenn.
At the age of 14, he came to
was the son of Hiriam and Meli*da Thompson.
Mr. Thompson made a profession of faith in his boyhood and
in 1909 he joined the Methodist
Church at Shady Grove, where
he remained a faithful member
until his death.
In 1899 he married Mary Mae
Cramell, and 6ix sons and three
daughters were born to this
union.
Funeral services wera conducted at the home by the Rev. J.
Lester McGee, assisted by the
Rev. H. G. M. Hatler and burial
was in Meeks cemetery Saturday afternoon.
Survivors are his bereaved widow and the following children:
Ben, of Mingo Junction, O., Willie of Lawndale, Calif., John, of
Clay; Frank and Robert, of the
homestead, Woodrow, of Detroit,
Mich., Mrs. Jack Tinsley, of Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Carl Traylor,
Star Route 5, and Mrs. S. A.
Beckner of Princeton. He is also
survived by 11 grandchildren.
A good watch should be wound
once a day at approximately the
same time — preferably in the
morning.
The power needed to light an
electric bulb one hour would
keep a small watch running for
4,000 years.
At St. Helena lives a tortoise
which probably saw Napoleon.

Ancient Greeks believed
peony was a i8Cred f , '
which came from the moon a
was protected by the moon
The earth has about 330M&
square mlle« of fertile l8n'd
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T R U M A N ' S C A R P U S H E D B A C K ON M O U N T A I N ROAD—President Truman (light
hat, rear) sits in his open car on a mountain road near Rio de Janeiro Sept. 6 as it is
pushed back on the road after it had skidded whilq climbing a hairpin turn. The left
rear wheel of the car went over retaining wall qurb two feet from preciptious cliff.
President was on way to home of Ernesto' G. Fontes, Brazilian businessman, when
mishap occurred. ( A P Wirephoto from NBC Television Newsreel via radio from Rio de
Janeiro)
'

29 From Princeton
At Sturgis Meeting
Ninety-seven young people of
the Northwest afea of Kentucky
attended the Fall rally at the
Sturgis Christian Church Suhday afternoon. Eleven communities were represented and reports were given by various
churches. The next assembly for
the group will be held in October, when the youth of First
Christian church will be hosts
to the World Fellowship Meet.
The sessions will convene Friday afternoon and close Saturday night.
Twenty-nine stood for Prince-

ton at the roll-call of churches
at the meeting Sunday. First
Christian holds an unbroken record of largest attendance at all
sessions held in this area for
more than a year.
We are grateful to the following who furnished transportation for the C.Y.F. to attend the
Fall State Youth Day program
at Sturgis Sunday: Mrs. Geo.
Stephens, Messrs. Clyde Kercheval, Louard Egbert, Tom Collins, Bill Presler, Fredrick Stallins, Dr. Giannini and Leamon
Stallins.
A few pairs of stockings havfe
been woven from spider webs.

New Trotting Track
Will Open October 6
Louisville, Sept. 10 — Brentlawn, a new harness racing track
in historic Shelby county, will
open with a fall meeting October 6-18, following the Lexington Trots. There will be $50,000
in purses and eight races each
night. The minimum purse will
be $500, and there is a 2 percent
starting fee. Rules of the United
States Trotting Horse Association, of which Brentlawn is a
member, will govern the meeting, witli exceptions. There are
no early closing events.

Helena Rubinstein
ESTROGENIC

HORMONE

untroubled «le

CREAM

3.50
A scientific preparation created for you wlio
yearn to look younger. It contains estrogenic
hormones — the equivalent of a substance which is
abundant in youth, but which decreases with the
years. Compounded under the close personal
supervision of this great beauty authority —
Helena Rubinstein's Estrogenic
Hormone Cream will help you achieve
t>eauty for your skin by retarding
the effects of aging. 3Q-night
supply. 3.50 Phu tarn

PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev.
William E. Cunningham, pastor.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 8:00
p.m.
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday evening
prayer
service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m.
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Butler High Schofl
tor marriage, wor!
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$20 CASH
For your old Singer round
bobbin drophead
sewing
machine. Write —

HOIAr t o bag

R. SHROTE

a n

412 E. Eichel Ave.
Evansville, Ind.

All you really need is just a little p a t i e n c e : : :

B. N. Lusby Co.
Phone 88

ntADQVARTKRS

FOK

sensible thrift. You can join the Payroll Savings
regular amount of money set aside for Bonds

plus the habit of regular, systematic thrift—and

Kendo. AC-DC -

And there are two easy ways to practice this
Plan at the place where you work—and have a

ActuaHy, you don't1

We'll gladly repeat those stories to y o n . They are stories o f
l o n g , dependable, trouble-free service. Y o u can easily check
their accuracy. They'll lead yon, we believe, t o this decision—
that your next choice should b e made f r o m the FairbanksMorse line. It's the Una with the 115-year background . . . the
lino for which repair parts will always bo available.

the $2,163.05 is practically in your pocket.

Here is H o w
For instance, if you regularly put aside as little

from your pay each week.
#

Or, if you can't join the Payroll Savings Plan;

but you do have a checking account, you can
have your Bank automatically deduct the pur,
chase price of a Bond from that account every
month.

as $3.75 a week into U. S. Savings Bonds—you'd

have your $2,163.05 in only ten years

time!

Incidentally, Uncle Sam returns you $4 at maturj
ity
$3 you invest.
n y for
lor every ^

Sm

So, w h i c h e v e r w a y is convenient to you, start
buying and holding U. S. Savings Bonds now:
You owe it to yourself and your family to. have
reserve
reserve fund
fund for
for the
the future.
future.

aa

the easy, automatic way-with

U.S. Savings Bonds

Princeton, Ky.

Fairbanks-Morse

Water Sy.tem* • Samp Pump* . "Z" F.n<ln<* . IJ«ht Plants . Windmill*
Pump Jacks . C*m Slidlns '» n*mm*r Mill* * Vuhm * 11—n

Jji the Ogden

•Mrs. Trader A^
IB A P W Club

G R O S M S *

Any way you tool at H, tW RONDO
is a smartly <tyW8 beauty in lustrous
pUrtk. And its U 'round baauty is
isnatclwd by dear, Kfc-ttt ton* that'*
a dfRjM to haar. Coma tn soon to
sac ami hear tha glamorous Crosky

The marriage oj
Lies, daughter of
p. Yates, Madia
M/Sgt. Joseplj
of Mr. and MB
_ of Pittston,

Major-Dray Drug Co.

I

FREDONIA BAPTIST
Dr. F. M. Masters will preach
Sunday morning and night at
Fredonia Baptist Church, it is
announced this week. His subject in the morning will be "The
Church at Antioch," and at 7:30
o'clock, his subject will be "The
Judgment Day". Members and
friends of the congregation are
invited.
J
Of Nebraska's 77,520 square
miles abouf 712 square miles are
water surface.

They bring j o y t o our hearts, those stories farmers tell a s
about tho service their Fairbanks-Morse Farm Equipment
giro*. Keeping customers well satisfied Is tho only way a
neighborhood firm like ours can stay In business.
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PRINCETON CREAMERY
CREAMERY
SULA AND ELIZA NALL

GOLDNAMER'S
H. C. P'POOL

-

REFINERY SALES CORPC
ROWLAND MOTOR CO.

—

WometvL
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The Leader
Congratulates

Mr. and Mrs. James Carlin Riley, Route 1, on the birth of a
»10B« son, James pavid, August 28.

well-fU-

Ikd
ioonli|{llt
f i l t e r e d lanes,
.fruitful promise of ripened

<

i

50

Quertermous, Mi*. Oman Fowler, Mrs. J. J. Rogers, Mrs. Ruby
Cridor, Mrs. John Terry, Mrs.
Smith Lowery, Mrs. Arlie Vinson, Miss Cleo Hart, Miss Imogene Wigginton, Miss Martha
Ann Cflder, Mr. Ja?k Byrd, Mr.
Herman Brenda, Mr. W. L.
Nichols, Mr. Seth .Wigginton and
Mr. Reginald Phelps.

Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Wlnfred
Litchfield, Route 2, on the arrivthe gifts of freedom. al of a son, John William
' $1IieWS tired from honest
Mr. and Mrs. William Hodge
JL
Celebrates
Dunn,
West Main street, on the N. H. Pruett
throbbing mill, the freshly
70th
Birthday
Sunday
birth' of a daughter, Nancy Izelsoil,
la, September 7.
N. H. Pruett celebrated his
L . soft, sweet music of Sunday
•
»
•
70th birthday at his home here
(klBlfS,
•
Mr. and Mrs. Carl William Sunday, with a basket dinner.
T h a n k s g i v i n g prayer, the Heaton, E. Washington street, on
Attending were Messrs. and
ntf r h y m e s — •
the birth of a daughter, Andrea
Mesdames Hart Leit£hfield, Ellis
[jtose are the gifts of freedom, Carol, August" 24.
Stations and son Billy, Wallace
right to w o r k and laugh
. •. • •
Sivills and son, Wallace, Jr.,
[md play.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Hanks,
,untroubled sleep at the end Rural Route, on the. birth of a Chester Sisk, and Charlie Collins and sons, Tommy, Karl,
[ it day,
son,- August 24. He has been Kenneth, and Jerry Neal, all of
b freely act, to think and speak, named Malcolm.
Cadiz; Harmon Pruett and Lloyd
•
•
•
• ^ i of the strong, hope of the
Sims and son, Virgil, all of PaMr.
and
Mrs.
Milton
Young,
hwkducah;
Elliott Pruett, of MoreLouisville, on the birth of a son,
jhese are the gifts of freedom.
Robert Lester, August 29. Mr. head; William West, of Hopkins—Cary, in "All About the
and Mrs. Young are former resi- ville; Tom Pruett and sons,
Town" in the Chicago Sun.
Douglas and Phillip, and Eldon
dents of Fredonia.
Crews and son, Jimmy, all of
• • •
PoteJ- Me saris
Dr. and Mrs. George Baker Princeton.
[The marriage of Miss June Hubbard, Jackson, Tenn., on the
Mesdames Mason Leitchfield,
, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. birth of a son, Allan Brooks,
Maxie Adams, Roy Bridges, and
I p. Yates. Madisonville street, September 9.
Lena Hite. all of Cadiz; and HenHi M Sgt. Joseph A. MeSaris,
ry Ellis, of Nashville.
i of Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Mes- night at a dinner meeting on
Flournoy Pruett and son Junof Pittston, Pa., took place "The Function of the UNO."
ior, of Owen ton; and Mr. and
I the Ogden Memorial Church
Plans were discussed for imMrs. N. H. Pruett
11:10 o'clock Saturday, Sept provement of the ladies' rest
The double ring ceremony assist the local Red Cross ori read by the Rev. J. Lester room in the courthouse and to Seven Local
Women
ganization in an afternoon of Attend
Institute
Attendants were Mrs. Marion entertainment for patients at
Murray State Teachers College
J Yates, sister-in-law of the Outwood Hospital, October 12.
was host to women of the Chrisle, and Marion Todd Yates,
The group also planed to at- tian churches of Western KenI P of the bride.
tend a district meeting to be held tucky for the Missionary EduThe bride chose for her wedat Mammoth Cave, October 18 cation Institute Thursday, Fri, a frock of rose crepe with and 19. A new member, Miss
trimmings and black ac- Margaret Boaz, of Butler High day and Saturday of last week.
Seven delegates from the First
lories. Her corsage consisted
School faculty, was added, and Christian C h u r c h , Princeton,
i single white orchid.
visitors were M i s s Ellouise heard Miss Emma Proctor, of
Mrs. Yates wore a' summer
Jones, Miss Anna Louise Loftus England; Dr. Stephen J. Corey,
ock-of varied colors with yeland Mrs. Floy Neely.
Lexington, and Mrs. June Stanr accessories. Her corsage was
ley," State Woman's Missionary
| ef yellow roses.
leader from the State office, in
Fredonia
Faculty
Immediately after the cereLexington, bring inspirational
I QOQV the couple l e f t for an un- Honored
At Reception
messages concerning the woman's
iced wedding trip.
Mrs. Floyd Jones and Mrs. Bill work across the world. This was
Mrs. Mesaris is a graduate of King sponsored an informal rethe first institute of its kind
llntler High School and, before ception at the Fredonia School
sponsored by
the
Christian
Itarmarriage, worked 3 years in auditorium Friday night, in honchurches in this area of the State.
|Vishington, D. C.
or of the school faculty.
M'Sgt Mesaris is a veteran of
Present were Prof, and Mrs. Deaf Mute
Divorce
I World War II and is on the staff
Guy Nichols, Mr. and Mrs. HarId the local recruiting office.
Expensive
mon Morse, Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Proves
| Tie young couple plan to make
Landis, Mr. and Mrs. John Rice,
Omaha — (JP) — Mrs. Anton
tair permanent home in PririceMr. and Mre. Dan Bugg, Mr. and Dombroski, Jr., of Omaha, was
Mrs. Jimrrly Landis, Mr. and granted a divorce after a court
Mrs. Rex A^ams, Mr. and Mrs. hearing that took double the nor[Mrs. Trader Addresses
Ed Phelps, Mr. and Mrs. Ray mal time.
Blackburn, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Both defendant and plaintiff
|fi&P W Club Meeting
Mrs. Leona Trader addressed King, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Jones. were deaf mutes.
Two interpreters who toiled
Mrs. W. M. Young, Mra. Am19 members of the Business and
tofessional Women's C l u b met bie Fuller, Mrs. Myrtle Brandon, through the two days of hear|«: the Henrietta Hotel Monday Mrs. Dave Perkins, Mrs. Euclid ing were paid $25 each.

pj&tiottall

Why Wo men Wear 'Em

(AP N«w*PKATuacs>
Mrs. Jonathan Rlgdon, Anchorage, and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Portland, Ore. — A pjycholoD. Graham and little son, of Columbia, Mo., are visiting Mr. and glst hazarded a guess on why
Mrs. C. M. Wood, Hopkinsville American women are discarding
street.
clothes they like and donning
• • •
Mr. Dana Wood spent last ones they say they loathe.
It's partly the same secret,
weekend
^ ^ ^ ^ with
^ ^ ^his
H family
d l y l nHopHB
kinsville.
says Dr. Frederick A. Courts, assistant psychology professor at
Little C. M. Wood, III, has
returned to his home in Provi- Reed college, that enables a disdence after a two weeks' visit liked dictator to stick «n his
to his grandparents, Mr. and throne. There's no leader to start
Mrs. C. ItI. Wood, Hopkinsville a rebelling. He explained:
street.
"The source of clothes is con•
»
•
Mrs. Roy Cann has returned trolled. A woman ipust buy the
to her home in Munfordville aft- buy. And people want to do
er a visit to Mrs. John Wylie, style that's being shown, pr not
West Main street.
•
*
•
what's expected of them; a woWilliam L. Mays, Jr., left Fri- man doesn't want to seem ecoday for Tonkawa, Okla., where
he will attend Oklahoma Junior Ross, of Kingsport, Tenn., are
spending this week with his
College.
*
*
*
mother, Mrs. C. O. Akin, and
Miss Suzanne Sparks will leave sisters, Mrs. Cooper Crider and
today (Thursday) for Vanderbilt Mrs. George •Pettit
• •and families.
College, Nashville, Tenn., after
spending the summer with her
Mrs. Dique Eldred returned
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. C. last weekend from Richard's
Sparks, Eddyville
Road.
Landing, Ont., where she spent
• • •
the summer.
*
•
•
Cadet Bob Taylor left last
Barney Linton, student at the
week for McCallie School, Chattanooga, Tenn., after spending University of Kentucky, Lexingthe summer with his parents, ton, is visiting his parents, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Rumsey Taylor, and Mrs. Frank T. Linton, Locust street.
Locust street.

Miss America of 1947, Barbara Jo Walker, is engaged
to John V . Hunrtmel (above), 23, of Charleston, Mo., a
student at the University of Tennessee medical school in
Miss Martha Jane Lester will
Memphis. When Hummel heard that Miss Walker, named return to Vanderbilt University,
MiSs Memphis earlier in the year, had won the Atlantic. Nashville, Tenn., Sunday after
spending several weeks with her
City beauty contest, he said,' "It's okay by me, but they parents, Mr, and Mrs. J. B. Lesstreet.
should make me a judge next year. I can pick 'em quicker ter, Washington
•
•
*
than they can. (AP Wirephoto)
Mrs. Howard McGough and
Mrs. Hugh Cherry spent Friday
Turkeys- have been developed taurants and similar establish in Owensboro.
•
•
•
to meet the needs of today's ments.
Mrs. George G. Harralson and
Supplies of thiamine, ribofla- daughter,
consumer.
"Beltsville
Small
Miss
Nancy
Dee
Whites" and other small birds vin, niacin, and iron in this Hearne, spent Friday in Paduhave been bred to fit apartment- country are at a high level. This cah.
»
•
•
size ovens. Very large birds have is due in large part to the enMr. and Mrs. George Alfred
been developed for use in res- richment of grain products.
Akin and children, Marty and

% e
s

nomically unable to follow the
fashion.
"A buyers' strike could force
short skirts back easily. But no
one with influence has started
such a strike. I think it would
be easy to stage a revolt if the
fashion leaders—women with influence—would join.
,•
"There's is the process we call
'identification,' whereby a person identifies himself with the
person he admires. That's operating here. No matter how many
women disliked long skirts, they
probably couldn't be changed unless someone of prestige in the
fashion world refused to wear
them."
family, Hopkinsville
• • • street.
Mrs. Edna Daniels has returned
to her home in Decatur, 111., following a visit to friends here.
She accompanied by her daughter, Mrs. Presley Goodwin, and
Mr. Goodwin who spent several
days here.
•

•

•

Mr. T. B. McConnell, Louisville, spent several days here
this week with his daughter, Mrs.
Russell Goodaker.
•

•

•

Mrs. E. L. Williamson and little son are in Louisville - this
Cadet Larry Pedley will lepve week visiting friends and relaFriday for Kentucky Military tives *nd attending the State
Institute, Lyndon, after spend- Fair.
•
•
•
ing the summer with his parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Phillips
Mr. and Mrs. Gracean M. Ped- left Tuesday for Tampa,
Fla.,
ley and family, Locust street.
where they will make their home
• • •
a visit to Dr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Thomp- following
I. Z. Barber. Mrs. Phillips is
son, Detroit, Mich., were called the
former Ruth Pickering, of
here last week on account of Princeton.
The Phillips have
the death of his father, Mr. J.
Mack Thompson. Mrs. Thomp- been living in Los Angeles, Calif.
son is the former Geneva Scott
Some 146,000 horsepower are
k^trs. O. C. Hays and father, produced by one of the great
Mr. Milton Morrison, of Pike- generators built for the Grand
ville, are visiting Mrs. Hays'
daughter, Mrs. Jack Cook and Coulee Dam.
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We are indeed proud to show you our line of dresses, consisting of:
DANDY JRS., A Patricia Fair - 13.95 Exclusive
JERRY JUNIORS

-

15.95 to 19.95

JOYCE HUBRITE

-

9.98 to 12.98

JUNE FOX - - -

-

9.98

PRIMA DONNAS - 12.98
DEMI-TASSES - half-sizes - 10.98
BjDRNA GORDON and GORDONETTES
in Cottons.

Qaaii
Plaids and Solids- Flared and straight
Lines - all colors and sizes -

cttati
MEET YOUR L A D

IN

PLAID . . . and he won't
be able to take his eyes
off you! Especially, when
SEES

IN

you wear it in the sure-

MADEMOISELLE and CHARM

trigger form of our wool
shortie . . . loose-fitting
introduces the "300" Bowler . . . Perfect score action
dress. Faultlessly tailored of luxuries crease-resistant rayon
gabardine . . . the back, sletfes and skirt side-pleated for action!
You'll love the "300" Bowler for sports, marketing tollege, career
and country wear. In eight wonderful colors.

,

Sizes 9 to li, 10 to 20 and 58 to 44* ' *
"Princeton's Finest Department Store"

with out-standing back.

Everything new in hats this season-See our
fascinating selection - trimmed in bows and feathers
Come in and select the one that suits you
best, and be sure you do not miss seeing our
Purses" all the latest styles and priced to (it your
budget.

P r R D Y >S
Use Our Lay-away Plan

t;?i! >

Thurcdoy, Sopfombtr l i

Pago Eight

Horse Show Winners In
All Events Are Listed
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Monday afternoon: Class 1 —
Best saddle mare and colt: 1st.,
Lady and colt, owner J. Luther
Sigler; 2nd, Betty and polt, owner, Sara Randolph; 3rd, Sue City
Sue, owner, Wm. Jones.
Class 3: Best saddle horse or
filly 1 yr. under 2: 1st, Golden
King Emblem, owner L. C. Son;
2nd., owner Jones and Timmons;
3rd., Dixie, owner Lee Redden.
Class 3: No entries.
Class 4: Sallie and colt, Dr. L.
E. Nichols; Mattie and colt, Dr.
L. E. Nichols; Ruby and colt, B.
S. Moore; Silver and colt, J. G.
Neal.
Class 5: 1st, Mule Colt, Wylie
Jones; 2nd, Mule Colt, Wylie
Jones; 3rd, Helen, B. S. Moore;
4th, Mule Colt, Wylie Jones.
Class 7: Best mule colt any
age: 1st, Star, Wylie Jones; 2nd,
Ada, W. B. Stump & Son; 3rd,
Minnie Pearl, Wylie Jones; 4th,
Annie, C. A. O'Neal.
Class 8: Best Pair Mules any
age: 1st, Minnie Pearl and Star,
Wylie Jones; 2nd, Annie and
Neil, C. A. O'Neal; 3rd, Ada and
Red, W. B. Stump & Son.
Class 9: Best Stallion, any age:
1st, Blue Dare's Choice, J. T.
Leech; 2nd, Golden King Emblem, L. C. Son.
Class 10: Best Model any age:
1st, Blue Dare's Choice, J. T.
Leech; 2nd, Hot Document, Mrs.
J. T. Leech; 3rd, Golden King
Emblem, L. C. Son; 4th, Dixie,
Lee Redden.
Mule Pulling
Contest:
1st
Class, 2250 and under — Homer
T. Bozarth, 1765 lb—2800 lb.,
1st; J. T. Bell, 1 pr. 1885 lb.—
2600 lb., 2nd; Bud Mitchell, 1
pr., 2225 lb.—1409 lb., 3rd.
Mole Pulling Contest, 2nd
class—2750 lbs.: 1st 3800, Carl
Darnell, 1 pr. 2735 lb.; 2nd, Geo
Pettit, 1 pr. 2400 lb.; No pull,
Geo. Pettit, 1 pr. 2610 lbs.
Mule Pulling, 3rd class: D. W
Satterfield, Est., 1 pr. 2820 lbs.,
4000 lbs., driver, Raymond Oliver (Kate and Bell); D. W. Satterfield, Est., 1 pr. 2920 lbs. 4400
lb., driver Louard Oliver (Rock
and Ross).
Single Mule Pulling (1 mule):
J. T. Bell, 2100 lbs., D. W. Satterfield (Ross) 2600 lbs.
Monday night, Sept. 1 — Class
1, Model Class: 1st, Hot Document, rider and owner Mrs. J.
T. Leech; 2nd, Happy Jack, rider and owner, Loraine Varvel.
Class 2, Jr. Tenn. Walking:
1st, Sure Shot, rider and owner
Pat
Runyon;
2nd, Memphis
Queen, rider H. J. McDonald,
owner Pat Runyon.
3rd, Grand View Allen, rider
Bailey Allen, owner John Dar-

nell; 4th, Spot, rider J. T. Leech,
owner Hearne Harralson.
Class 3. 5-gaited, open, 4-yr.
and under: 1st, Caridy Man, rider Paul Raines, owner Dr. L.
Wilson; 2nd, Hot Document, rider and owner Mrs. J. T. Leech;
3rd, Rex Lee Bell, rider and
owner J. W. Barrett.
Class 4. 3-gaited, open-sheared
mane and tail:
1st, Carolina
Moonbeam, rider and owner
Jane White; 2nd, My Sin, rider
Thomas Banks, owner Plainvlew
Stables; 3rd, Blue Stell, rider
Charles Sutton,
owner J. W.
Barrett; 4th, Girl of My Dreams,
rider Chas. Sutton, owner J. W.
Barrett
Class 5. 5-gaited Stallion and
Gilding: 1st, Little Mary Sunshine, rider Thomas Banks, owner Plainview Stables; 2nd, Blue
Dare's Choice, rider and owner
J. T. Leech; 3rd, Rex Eagle Pevlne, rider Christine Barrett,
owner J. W. Barrett; 4th, Dr.
Proctor, rider Thomas Banks,
owner Plainview Stables.
Class 6. Tenn. Waljdng Mare:
1st, Sir Walter Raleigh, rider
and owner Alvin Lisanby; 2nd,
Memphis Queen, rider H. J. McDonald, owner Pat Runyon; 3rd,
Grandview Allen, rider Bailey
Allen, owner John Darnell; 4th,
Silver Head, rider J. L. Gregory,
owner J. L. Gregory.
Class 7. 5-gaited, Caldwell and
adj. counties: 1st, Happy Jack,
rider and owner Loraine Varvell;
2nd, Play Boy Rex, rider Dr.
Blazier, owner E. E. Wallace;
3rd, Kentucky Boy, rider and
owner Huston B. Clark; 4th,
Grizmo, rider and owner Jimmie Jones.
Class 8. Fine Harness Pony:
1st, Dolly, rider and owner, Jodie Lyn Turner; 2nd, Martha
Direct, rider Tommie Glen, owner Glen & McLin.
Class 9. 5-gaited open: 1st, Little Mary Sunshine, rider Paul
Raines,
owner Blue Ribbon
Farm; 2nd, Midnight Cocktail,
rider Thomas Banks, owner
Plainview Stable; 3rd, Rex Lee
Bell, rider and owner J. W. Barrett; 4th, Margery Day, owner
and rider Jane White.
Class 10. Roadster under saddle: 1st, Nancy Shelborne, rider
Dr. Hopewell, owner Plainview;
2nd, Mable Dawn, rider Huston
B. Clark, owner G. Kuykendall;
3rd, Senator 2nd, rider Thomas
Banks, owner Plainview Stable;
4th, Vonnie Volo, rider Wallace
Barnard, owner Sam Williams.
Tuesday night:
Class 11. Model Class (4 entries) 1st, Lovely Jeannine, rider Paul Raines, owner Blue Rib-

>

bon Farm; 2nd, Carolina Moonbeam, rider Jane White, owner
Jane White; 3rd, Margery Day,
rider, Barney. Speight, owner
Jane White; 4th, Noble Kidren,
rider Huston B. Clark, owner
Wood Easley,
Class 12. Tenn. Walking Stake
(9 entries): 1st, Sir Walter Raleigh, rider and owner Alvin
Lisanby; 2nd, Memphis Queen,
rider H. J. McDonald owner Pat
Runyon; 3rd, Sure Shot, rider
and owner Pat Runyon; 4th,
Grand View Allen, rider Bailey
Allen, owner John Darnell.
Class 13. Fine Harness, open,
stake (7 entries): 1st, Lovely
Jeannine, rider Paul Raines,
owner Blue Ribbon Farm (trophy); 2nd, Blue Dare's Choice,
rider and owner J. T. Leech;
3rd, Rex Eagle Pevine, rider
Christide Barrett, owner J. W.
Barrett; 4th, Chief of Plainvlew,
rider Thomas Banks, owner
Plainview Stables.
Class 14. 3-gaited Stake —
Trophy (8 entries): 1st, Carolina
Moonbeam,
rider and owner
Jane White; 2nd, My Sin, rider
Thomas Banks, owner Plainview
Stables; 3rd, Girl of My Dreams,
rider and owner J. W. Barrett;
4th, Blue Steel, rider John Sutton, owner J. W. Barrett.
Class 15. Boy or Girl Rider
under 16. — Trophy (5 entries):
1st, Play Boy Rex, rider Tommie Glen, owner E. El Wallace;
2nd, Flicka, rider Ronnie Wilson, owner Ronnie Wilson; 3rd,
Miss Ooleen, rider Eddie Clampett, owner Holly Field Farm;
4th, Lady Davis, rider Stanley
Petter Jr., owner Holly Field
Farm.
Class 15-A. Boy Rider under
12 (6 entries): 1st, Jodie Lyn
Turner; 2nd, Charlie Watson;
3rd, Marsh Mitchell Clift.
Class 16, Five Gaited Pony (6
entries): 1st, Star Pevine, rider
Charles Sutton, owner J. W.
Barrett; 2nd, Martha Direct, rider Tommie Glen, owner, Glen &
McLin; 3rd, Miss Coleen, rider
Eddie Clampett,
owner Holly
Field Farm; 4th, Roy, rider and
owner Ray King.
Class 17. Plantation Horse (7
entries): 1st, Oakland's Patty,
rider and owner A. K. Walker;
2nd, Daisy, rider Dr. Blazier,
owner M. Boone; 3rd, Grizmo,
rider and owner Jimmie Jones;
4th, Betty, rider James Smith,
owner J. E. George.
Class 18. 5-gaited Stake — Trophy (8 entries): 1st, Knob Hill,
rider Paul Raines, owner Blue
Ribbon Farm; 2nd, Blue Dare's
Choice, rider and owner J. T.
Leech; 3rd, Rex Eagle Pevine,
rider Christine Barrett, owner,
J. W. Barrett;
4th, Midnight
Cocktail, rider Jackie Sharber,
owner Plainview Stables.
Class 19. Roadster to Bike: 1st.
Mable Dawn, rider Huston B.
Clark, owner G. Kuykendall;
2nd, Senator 2nd, rider Huston
B. Clark, owner Plainview Stables; 3rd, Nancy Shelborne, rider. C. C. Stacy, owner Plainview
Stables; 4th, Volo, rider Wallace
Banard, owner Sam Williams.
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Small
By Betty
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College
Clarke
Beauty

Ktfltor)

Your back-to-school
sultcsse
should include all your beautlfiers from toothpaste to depilatories. If you are away at school
you may not be able to rim
down to the corner drug store
for a makeup aid every time you
are asked for a date.

or creamy cleanser., Or you
find a creamy kind 1„ jtf la)
soap and cold cream cotnb
•
tion. Just put it on as you

Equipment
Girls

shade to go with browns, the
new burnt brandy and green.
A burgundy lipstick 1* perfect
for bluea, black or pastel date
dresses. If you use powder, be
sure to select two shades—one
darker than your foundation and
one light evening powder.
Makeup removers can be had
in handy pad types, clear liquid

soap and water, scrub your
hidl ' ""
with a washcloth and
the lather. This will
> I <"
skin feel bsby .mooth
*
Choose the light W « n , , , , , n
"
outdoor tweedy colon**
perfumes. The,e are better ^ ^ ^
school girls than the head? O f f l
otic scents created f o r L .
more sophisticated women

A good rough wash cloth, complexion brush and soap should
be tucked in your bag. Splurge
on a scented soap if your budget
win permit.
A school girl shouldn't need
much makeup but she should
have a cake makeup as well as
a foundation cream. The creamy
foundation will serve for times
when -her skin is extra-dry and
the cake makeup is. standard
equipment.
Several lipsticks are a good
investment. You' probably will
use more than three a term,
anyway, so why not get three
different shades to start with?
Then you can use a tangerine
FIGURE IN F A T A L SHOOTING—Police Chief William
MacDanald, of Waukegan, 111., said (Sept. 2) that fouryear-old Billy Taylor (right) took his father's sawed-off
shotgun, loaded it, and fatally wounded his sister, Betty
(left), eight, in their parents' two-room apartment because "she hit me." MacDanald said the shooting occurred
while the mother was out looking for a larger apartment,
and the father, Albert, a painter, was at work. Betty died
in a hospital. ( A P Photo)

James Prowell, Fredonia
New Highway Patrolman

^ M M O N t

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

The BIG llttle.thing

Fredonia, Ky.

Your

Contracts have been signed by
the University of Kentucky with
three local flying services to furnish flight training designed to
qualify students for a private
pilot's certificate. Ground school
courses will be conducted by the
U. K. College of Engineering. The
Veterans Administration will pay
for training ex-G. I.'s.

U.K. Opens Sept. 24

Fall Quarter registration at the
University of Kentucky opens
September 24, and a recordbreaking enrollment exceeding
Potatoes are a cheap source of 7,000 is expected, Kentucky stuessential vitamins and miner- dents planning to enroll are reals, besides having high calorie minded. October 2 is the last enrollment date.
value in starch.
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telephone
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your hand; so big it can carry your voice across
the world.
To furnish

you with the kind of telephone service

yon detire, Southern Bell secures the best in telephone equipment from the Western Electric Company. Its association with the American Telephone
& Telegraph Company provides nation-wide and
world-wide long distance facilities and use of the

Journalist To U.K.

Flying At U.K.

•acred

)

F r a n k o f t , Sept 3 — (/P)
—Appointment of 19 additional
state highway patrolmen, bringing the* total to 160, was announced by Director Hayward
Gilliam late today.
The new men began a thrpeday lecture course here today on
traffic rules, safety, motorists'
licenses and other phases of their
work. Those appointed included
James Prowell, Fredonia.

Dr. William M. Moore, head of
the Journalism Department at
Lehigh University, has been appointed associate professor of
journalism at the University of
Kentucky. He succeeds Willis C.
Tucker, who resigned recently to
become acting head of the Journalism Department at the University of Tennessee. Moore has
worked on a number of newspapers, including the Milwaukee
Journal.

(

bii.«.

Wm. M. YOUNG

There are 19,000 auto tourist
"motels" in the United States.

]9

famous Bell Laboratories for research puqtuses.
These

advantages,

plus service connections with

other Telephone Companies throughout the country,
make it possible for Southern Bell to serve you at
a moment's notice- any time, any place, for business
or pleasure, casual calls or life-or-death emergencies.

Prescriptions

Yes, your telephone is a big little thing-big enough
to dissolve barriers of time and distance—little cn<m<rli
D

Phone 611

to be a frien<J and neighbor in your community.

WOOD DRUG STORE

SOUTHERN SUL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Incorporated

How P a s t e u r i z e d M i l k Safeguards
Your Family's Health
BOILING POINT

Pasteurized Milk Is

NOT
BOILED OR COOKED

BENDIX'"^ Home Laundry

In Pasteurization the Board of Health
requires that milk be held at 143 degrees for 36 minutes to kill all harmful bacteria found in milk that is not
pasteurized.

See how the BENDIX
WASHES CLOTHES

C O O K I N G COMMENCES" 1 6 0

160

R I N S E S - 3 TIMES
DAMP DRYS CLOTHES
CLEANS ITSELF
^ D R A I N S ITSELF
< 6 ^ SHUTS ITSELF OFF

Yon 11 Ma a complete wm6>
inf with no one working at
all! No spilled water, no
steamy washday odors.
No tube to empty or fflL
Tha Bandix b ao neat, ao
compact It's a smart addition to kitchen or la andry.

PASTEURIZATION
TUBERCULOSIS

GERMS KILLED—

UNDULANT

< ^ E N D S WASHDAY WORK
SAVES CLOTHES

SAVES SOAP

andSm* £/<w j

"Do you take this man to be your
lawfully wedded husband and
agree to send his clothes to the dry
cleaners regularly?"
One of the first rules of a happy marriage calls for the bride
keeping hubby's-wardrobe as blemish-free as her complexion!

Coma in—eee how wejuat eet a dial,

So after being carried over the threshold no Mrs. should miss

add aoap—-and Bendii doaa thereat.
Yon don't aran touch tha dial again.
You narvar gat your handa In watarl
Baa it—the aaaiaat waabday on aartfc

carrying his clothing,—tier own snd their home accessories
—over OUT threshold to keep that honeymoon freshness
"forever after."

—with a Bendiil

B . N . L u s b y C o . Qodertitantesii
Princeton, Ky. .

Phone 111

140

GERMS KILLED

139

STREP THROAT-

133

GERMS KILLED

^ S A V E S HOT WATER

Phone 88

FEVER.

143

Thermometer shows temperatures at
which fatal disease germs are killed
in pasteurization.

143

PASTEURIZATION

138

SCARLET FEVER
TONSILITIS

-

GERMS KILLED

137

TYPHOID -- DYSENTRY

GERMS KILLED

130
98.6

DIPTHERIA
GERMS KILLED
BODY T E M P E R A T U R E .

Germs mul-

tiply rapidly in unpasteurized milk.

32

FREEZING

Pasteurized milk is not boiled or cooked. It is scientifically heated to a temperature of 143 degrees Fahrenheit, according to State Board of Health regulations, and kept at this temperature for 30 minutes. This destroys all harmful bacteria and does not affect the taste.
The illustrative thermometer chart (above) shows the pasteurizing temperature and the particular temperatures at which harmful and deadly germs are killed. Maintenance of this 143 degree temperature Is necessary to permanently obliterate the germs.

INSIST ON THIS PROTECTION IN THE
MILK YOU FEED Y O U R FAMILY 7 !

Princeton Cream & Butter Co.

Son*
CORP-

10

:o.

Eat Your Clam
And Get Paid, Too
Aberdeen, Wash. — — . The
statu department of fisheries has
started a clam rush on the ocean
beaches hereabouts by offering
29 cents for shells of the raior
clam.
Of course, you have to get the
right clam. Once you do, however, you can eat it and stUl collect—the department wants only
the shells.
•*
,
Biologist G. A. Holland says
the clam chase was started in an
effort to answer a burning problem of the beaches: Do clams
migrate? Baby bivalves were
measured, marked and buried
along the beaches and notes filed
away as to their location.
Diggers finding a marked clam
turn in the shells and pocket the
two-bits, after telling where
they found it. The department
then studies its records to determine if the clam Is an athlete or Just an old fat stay-athome.

, fjorence Mills
psris fall collections
|
\\\*t's famous
back in the news and
length that enveloped
form in her hey.
accompanied

(By

the . big

Wated

silhouettes, howjeldwu popular choice
4 toned down version
outsiw figure-eight line
mvessary to ba a la

t

111 important question of
•which was broached last
L t h only partial success,
L,mi. an issue this falL
is definitely downr { u as midcalf at least,
|ll all have to do some
tpw •
|jor apan remains roundLaJerate. Newest thing to
[thTt sleeves in some col.
I are inserted well belcyr
Lai shoulder line—almost
Cterthought. Padding exL]y alightly beyond the
[span.

[cjrpentier, an acknowl- skirted line is displayed by
pice-setter, shows this Christian Dior who uses 40 yards
L shoulder line through- of material in one gowq.
[ collection. It is particuSuits are spotlighted this fall.
Lrked on her top coats Most of them are dressy affairs
bften show sleeves insert- with fluted peplums and roundL way down to thfr elbow, ed cut-away hemlines. All have
ftose who really take the extremely nipped waists and
L trend seriously, "guejacket lengths run the scale beI (hippy, waist-restricting tween wrist and thigh level. Fur
fc) are available, but Par* trimming in either fox or InIpiers have thoughtfully dian or Persian lamb is used ex| also to those w o m e n who
tensively. Embroidery In heavy
artificial aid for their soutache. Jet or velvet also inI big houses are display- jects glamour.
I wide range of gowns
I come in straight-lined
|d to the natural form,
lorts wear, and in -efterL d cocktail gowns where
Id drapery is artfully
| to promote a natural
lline.

•barrel silhouette, so namlause the widest part of
fcrt comes at the middle
111 fullness being tapered
I waist and hemline, is a
Ie this season, despite the
lat many collections exit completely. It is executI various ways. Some dreske gathers, strung from a
waist yoke, being graduatk a hemline equivalent to
I a pencil skirt. Others acIthe barrel line by an unIcurved seam about a foot
kn the skirt bottom, which
ks though it is hooped. •. s
pie skirts with intricate
B swathing around the hips,
with bustles of varying
be still in the news, and
and pencil skirts all alI only very cramped leg
pent also are retained
last season. Grecian drap6 every c o n c e i v a b l e form,
I into every collection,
extraxaganzia in the full

Classic suits often come with
capes or half, three-quarter and
seven-eighth length, all tailored
on straight lines, which convert
them into extremely chic threepiece ensembles.
Some topcoats have huge cape
collars reminiscent of the "Little Corporal" and the coachmen
who served in hie day.
Fabulous full length capes and
bulky, almost shapeless topcoats
are trimmed and lined extensively with all kinds of fur from
lowliest coney to opulent mink.
Even long fitted coats often
come fur-lined. Collars, fur or
furlined, are very high, straight
affairs which often envelop the
face right up to the ears.
Evening wear is supurb this
fall. It has a splendor one associates with
Cinderella's big
night. Billowing dervish skirts
and crinolines take the lead, but
sheath-like gowns, both tiered
and draped, are to be seen in
most collections. All come thickly encrusted with dazzling multicolored brilliants that look like
precious jewels, or with elaborate embroidery in sequins, jet
and sometimes rhinestones. Appliqued velvet motifs also are
used profusely.
Materials are luxurious in tex-

Head S t o c k
WANTED
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
J your dead stock promptly, free of charge and
i sanitary trucks which are disinfected daily,
e pick up horses, cows and hogs.

Call

ASSOCIATED

P»«»»>

Washington — A proposed international treaty intended to
"cover the earth with truth" by
guaranteeing a free flow of information among nations and
peoples was made public tonight
by the State department.
But, pointing up the difficulties confronting its adoption, it
omits any suggestions for even
partial blocking of information
channels in a manner
whiqh
might court approval of totalitarian governments.
The draft, prepared under the
direction of Richard J. Finnegan, publisher of the Chicago
Times, represents what many
leaders of the American press,
radio and movies think " should
be done to spread through the1
world their belief in freedom
of printed, oral and visual information.
It says, in essence, that their
"correspondents" should be guaranteed the right to enter and
travel freely in other countries,
with the same being true of foreign correspondents in America.
It says they would be equally
free to send their "copy" in and
out without any censorship other
than that "relating directly to
the maintenance of national security."
One provision apparently would
outlaw a common practice of
diplomatic officials of holding
off the record news conferences
exclusively with correspondents
of their own country.
An international information
commission would investigate
and report on any charges of
treaty violations. If diplomacy
then failed to settle a dispute,
either party to it could submit
it to the international court of
justice, the United Nations' judicial arm.
Finnegan, in handing the proposed treaty over to the State
department, spoke out strongly
against any government controls
over the press.
He said the problem of international freedom of information
should receive prompt, non-partisan action in congress and the
department. He suggested it
might be well to start off with
a treaty between the Unfted
States and one other country.
The treaty draft is not something the State department expects to use as a basis for opening immediate negotiations with
any nation or nations. Rather, it
is the latest development in the
department's effort to crystalize
the American position on international freedom of information.
At the moment, this effort is
pointed toward an international
conference on "freedom of information arid of the press" to
be sponsored at Geneva next
March by a United Nations subcommission.
The probable steps beyond
the Geneva conference are not
yet apparent.
The draft released tonight
grew out of a request last November from William Benton,
assistant secretary of state, that
Flannegan prepare a suggested
international agreement.

DAVIS HURT IN ALL-STAR GAME—Glenn Davis, former Army grid star, is helped from the playing field at
Polo Grounds, New York (Sept. 3) after being injured in
the runback of a New York Giants punt in the first
quarter of the game between the Eastern Collegiate AllStars and the professional league team. The New York
Giants defeated the All-Stars, 21 to 0. (AP Wirephoto)

Have You Investigated Our
Residence Burglary Policy?
You can protect your home against
Burglary for a Reasonable Price
Also

includes

coverage

—

away

from

premises
INSURE

NOW

JOHN E. YOUNG

Mobile Dental Chair

Castle Hill, Me. — (/P) — The
dentist chair is following children around Castle Hill. Nearly
30 school age boys and girls already have had their teeth attended to by Dr. George Faulkner of the Maine Health Department's rural mobile dental clinic.

INSURANCE AGENCY
Phone 25

S. Harrison St,

pound
Your dollar bought only half as much

hi"

-i—imr

m

electricity as it buys

today

i i a i i f i a r .

ALL SKATS 3 5 £

FRYERS

45t"

SIRLOIN
STEAK

SllCtO
, BACOM 30'lh

IN 1935, when Noel Coward starred in The Scoundrel, and Shirley
Temple was the tiny heroine of Our Little Girl, prices of everything,
including first-run movies, were low. Today movie seats are up from
75 per cent to 100 per cent. Today your dollar buys twice as much
electricity for the home as it did that year. In the same period
overall living costs have just about doubled.

IN 1935, Umaha won the Kentucky Derby, and your food bill was
about half what it is today. Qn Kentucky farms during the last 12
years the use of electricity to take the drudgery out of farm work
and to bring comfort and convenience to the farm housewife has
more than doubled. But the monthly bill for this doubled amount
of current has remained about the same.

ture and color. Rich velvets, pastel brocades, moire taffeta, organdie, net and heavy satins are
exploited to the full for billowing fullness. Silk jersey and
crepes are used for Grecian drapery.
A dark red rose is a symbol
of mourning.

MAKE

YOUR

COBttf.

DO A
Princeton, Ky,
We pay all phone charges

^ ^ ^

I B 1935, the liner Normandy set a world's record of 107 hours, 33
minutes, for the North Atlantic crossing, and clothing costs were
much, much less than they are today. But it cost twice as much to
launder a white shirt electrically then as it does today. Sound business management and increased usage have helped to bring your electricity costs down.

All city taxes a r e now due, and if not
paid by November 1, 1947, will be subject
to a penalty of 10 percent.
\
•
All water bills become due the first of

each month, and a r e subject to a 10 per-

in gains. It takes less corn

18th of

and see the big difference

THE HOUR OF CHARM 1

and you send your bogs tp
market sooner «

cuts

your feed costs loo;

•he month.

KENTUCKY

Avoid the penalty by paying early.

Garland Quisenberry,
*

I N 1935, Will Rogers died in an airplane crash in Alaska, and the
building industry was staging a comeback from the depression years.
Homes cost less than half what they cost today. Empty apartments
kept rents low. During the previous five years K. U.' had brought
dependable electric service to 45 Kentucky communities that had
never before had electric service.

Feed Wayne Hog Supplement aleng with your corn

cent penalty if unpaid after the

Collector.

m

*

Mm

2>UUU/

Robinson
Implement Co.
Phone 127-J

Hopkinsville, Rd.

UTILITIES

COMPANY

B a c k a g a i n o n the ELECT R I C HOUR, the famous AHGirl Oretxstra and Choir at 2:30
P . M . C S T , Sundays, C B $ .
Sponsored by Kentucky Utilities Company.

60 AU-EIECIRIC

THE M O R E Y O U USE ME THE LOWER MY H O U R L Y

WAGE

J
•

:

€

TO

•

.
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Farm Earnings Highest In
History, Agriculture Dept. Says

•V

(•Y

Thursday, September 1]
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A*(OCIATID

PNTUI

. Washington — The Agrlcul
ture Department reported this
•week that the American farmer
is taking in more money than
ever before.
Some officials who worked on
the report told a reporter that
trends so far in 1947 Indicate
the year may bring the highest
annual earnings in history as
well, despite mounting production costs.
The department, in a survey
prepared by its bureau of agricultural economics, estimated total farm cash receipts during the
first eight months of 1947 at
$17,400,000,000—a 21 percent gain
over the same period of 1948, a
record year.
Between Jan. 1 and the end
of August, the report showed,
agriculture as an industry had
a greater gross income than In
any corresponding period In history.
But the higher income is not
•11 clear gain for the farmer, the
report added. His operating costs
are continuing to increase. In
1946, the expenses of operating
a farm went up nine percent.
No estimate was made for 1947

Keach's.

(Incorporated)

has it
A S NEVER BEFORE

expenses.
"The average farm operator
realized a net income of $2,541
from agriculture
and government payments In 1948," after
the payment of taxes and other
expenses, the report said. .This
was 19 percent more than in
1945.
The farm payments program
expired June SO this year, f
Farmer income skyrocketed
this year because of continuing
unprecedented demands for his
products, the report showed.
The American consumer, for
instance, is eating more meat
per capita than he has since
1911. He, too, has more money.
Most of the farmers' income IRISH A N S W E R GRID CALL—The Irish of Notre Dame turned out 74 strong for
gain, the report observed, could opening call for football practice in South Bfend, Ind. (Sept. 8) Above, In 90 degree
be attributed to "an increase of heat, they gather around while Head Coach Frank Leahy (center) outlines the work
24 percent in prices."
/ t h a t lies ahead. ( A P Wirephoto)
One authority on livestock described the situation this way:
the formulation of the document.
Consumers, with more money
The 98 documents will be arthan ever before, are demanding
ranged roughly in chronological
more meat. This has kept meat
order, beginning with a letter
prices up.
printed in 1493 by Columbus on
Consequently, livestock proWashington — The Freedom of the American Heritage Foun- his discovery of America and
ducts—which include meat, meat Train, which will carry Ameridation, the civic organization concluding with the Charter of
products, dairy and poultry— ca's most treasured historical dothe United Nations. The final exaccounted for $10,800,000,000 in cuments to 300 towns and cities sponsoring and financing the hibit will be a group of famous
farm income during the first on a year-long tour of the coun- tpur.
American flags, including the
Decorative canopied ramps will flag that was raised on Iwo Jima.
eight months of 1947—an increase try beginning Sept. 17, is nearbe placed at the entrance of car
of 30 percent over the 194b per- ing completion.
The all steel cars will be carone and the exit of car three peted throughout and will be
iod.
The elaborate security meas- and the entire train will be il- kept at a uniform temperature
The report said that wheat
went into the market in "un- ures taken to protect the docu- luminated by flood lights during of about 75 degrees with humidiprecedented volume" and -at "un- ments from every foreseeable exhibitiqn hours.
ty 2 percent. Engines located in
hazard should set at rest the
The interior of the cars will the baggage car will furnish elecusually high prices."
One authority said' that the ex- fears of even the most appre- come as something of a surprise tricity for the entire train.
to many. Presented with the
port demand was the primary hensive.
In addition to the maintenance
These jneasures include an problem of getting an average staff, a documents expert will be
factor in keeping wheat prices
armed guard of hand-picked of 1,200 persons an hour through aboard to check continually the
at top levels this year.
He said European grain fields United States Marines and a the cars, the designer, Edward condition of the manuscripts.
were wrecked by the war and burglar alarm, and range from H. Burdick, had to utilize every
Federal railroad inspectors are
Europe suffered from unfavor- an automatic fire-extinguishing inch of the 9-foot width avail- scheduled to check the mechanisystem employing carbon-dioxide able. So the side walls, instead cal operation of the train once
able growing conditions.
to a brace of official hot-box of being parallel to the side of every 30 days. The maximum
sniffers.
The same high priority the cars, have been brought out speed will never exceed 50 miles
Everybody reads The Leader!
protection accorded the President into the aisle in an irregular zig- an hour.
of the United States will be zag pattern.
This serves two
The bobbysoxers who visit the
given to the Freedom Train.
purposes. It breaks tup the monrain may find it difficult to keep
The three exhibition cars will otony of a straight-wall exhibit. their minds exclusively on the
have no windows. Donated by Equally important, it plays upon documents and their historical
the Pennsylvania railroad, the the characteristic of human na- importance—the reason for this
cars
were gutted and completely ture " to want to see what is being the selcct manner in which
You can't get it by wire
revamped, covered inside and out around the corner, and thus it the Marine guard has been
with shatterproof steel plating. keeps the line moving along.
chosen.
After your home's on fire.
As might be expected, the exIn the walls, which are painted
The average age of the 24 enterior of the cars carry the patri- a soft, dark green, are vertical, listed men who will guard the
otic colors of the flag. The entire recessed steel cases covered with train 24 hours a day is 22 years
Get It Here
train, which includes a diesel- a specially made bullet-proof Only those between the heights
electric locomotive, a baggage glass. They are lined with a fire- of 5 feet 11 inches and 6 feet
car, three exhibition cars, two proof fabric of different pastel one inch
Where the Golden Rule
(with proportionate
pullmans, and an observation car shades.
weight) were considered. They
for housing the staff, is painted
Before being placed in these had to make an unusually fine
Applies.
white with a single band of red, cases, the documents are sealed appearance and at the same time
white, a n d
blue horizontal in a colorless, clearer than glass, be intelligent. They were selectstripes. Superimposed on the lucite "envelope" one inch thick, ed from several different Marine
stripes of the first car is a gold tailor-made to fit each book or bases, and each carries a high
spread eagle. The next car bears paper. The "envelope" is then recommendation from his iml
in gold letters the words "Free- securely bolted to the rear of mediate commanding
officer.
Ins. Agency
dom Train." These alternate the the case in an upright position. They will be pressed in the
length of the train. On the out- In thii way each document is in white-blue-white dress uniform,
side
of each door in each car a case, within a car within a car. and it is probably not extravaPhone 54
is painted in color the great seal
Around each glass enclosed gant to say that they very likely
— 117 W. Main St
of the United States. The obser- document will be a decorative will attract as much attention
vation platform carries the seal border of colorless etched lucite, as the documents themselves.
the lines of which will catch the
soft rays of the overhead lightVenetian glass workers were
ing. The fragmentary scenes
etched on the so-called frames once confined to their own spewill refer directly or indirectly cial island to prevent their seto the article displayed and point crets from being discovered by
up important events leading to foreigners.

U. S. Freedom Train Readied
For History-Taking
Excursion

Democrats Plan
Record Opening
Saturday, Sept. 27

A historically large and enthusiastic gathering of Democrats from every section of Kentucky, from "Mills'
Pbint to
Mouth of-Sandy", Is expected to
make Morehead the temporary
Mecca of Democracy Saturday,
Sept. 27, to assist in launching
the formal State campaign to
bring an anticipated overwhelming Democratic victory Tuesday,
Nov. 4. •
Intensive plans have been
made by Rowan county leaders
for the comfort and entertainment of a record-breaking crowd.
Leaders and- supporters of all
primary candidates are warmly
united and generously co-operating in Morehead's plans for generous and cordial hospitality to
the state's Democracy.
The opening program will be
held in beautiful Jayne Stadium,
home of the Morehead College
football team, with the picturesque Cumberland Mountain foothills as a backdrop, symbolic of
Kentucky's beauty and strength.
Interest at Morehead is already at high pitch. The entire
city will be profusely decorated,
including the majority of business places. More than 80 persons are already engaged in completing arrangements.
W. E. Crutcher, editor of the
Rowan County News, is chairman of the Rowan county committee for the opening. He is
being assisted by Paul Reynolds,
Rowan county Democratic campaign chairman, and William J.
Sample, former editor of the
News, campaign co-chairman.
To foster attendance of Dem-

ocrats from all sections of the rangements for the
state, negotiations are being un- invited to get i n . .
dertaken for special railroad Democratic headquard
fift
trains from Louisville and the 743-750 Seelbach
Big Sandy, via Ashland. Hundreds ot Western
Kentucky
Everybody rtldTthl
Democrats are expected tp be
on the special train from Louisville.
Those who journey to Morehead by automobile will find
in
ample parking space adjacent
to the stadium. Facilitating motH O PKINSV
or traffic Is a wide boulevard to
the college, three-fourths of a
mile, which has just been completed.
shoe
En masse attendance of Eighth
District Democrats is being assured by elaborate plans. Free
transportation from the 20 counties of the district is being arranged by a committee headed
by the district's Congressman,
for
Joe B. Bates.

wicars

Several bands have already
been engaged to enliven opening
day ceremonies. Sufficient food
for everyone has been assured.
Headquarters for the day's
program and activities will be
centered at the Midland Trail
Hotel.
Democrats desiring additional
information about detailed ar-

r

t)(t

Women's
"Not More, Bull
ter Merchandise
exclusively
(Incorporate^!

The Very Next Time
You Are
In Hopkinsville

m

C. A. Woodall

Special Low Price

A N Y PRICE GIVES!

w

GREATER SAFET

* MORE BlOW-t
PROTECTION
A N D t h e FAMOUS]

CHUK-L-ETS

DAVIS TIRE!

By Dot's

as long as stock lasts. You
buy

a

seven-way

brand
floor

new,
lamp

(large bulb included) at

B R O W N ' S
for only

NIROY

mi

SIMILAR

convinced.

SAVINGS

our stock most anything you might need in your

9
FBI

atifxvi'j
WESTERN

Clover, C r l

ii

Home O w n e d

DOT'S CAFE & DRIVE-IN
IfMil - Chicken - far I
Phone 9 1 0 5

By

Home Opera

JOE P. W I L C O X

122 Edit Main St

PrinJ

W . Main St.

These Humming Bird Si's come straight out of the pages of your
favorite magazines to fill every stocking need! As beautifully sheer,

« s perfectly fitted as any hosiery you ever saw. But made with the
ctrengA to wear and wear and wear. Your legs will be glamourous
CVCIJI
day . . . all day . . . in Humming Bird 51 nylons. See them in

new fafll shades. Buy them now at our hosiery department. &/ 2 to Htyfc.

51 Gauge $1.95

45 Gauge $1.35

Princeton Shoe Co.

See us for all your needs in our line, for
we appreciate your patronage and our motto is:

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

BROWN'S
Furniture Dealers and Funeral Directors

666

2 0 % Ph<

lb. 3 3 c ;

3 lbs. for S1.C3
m

No. 2 % can

GREAT NORTHERN

PEAS

n r

DRIED BEANS
PET

GIFT

5 lbs.

MILK

HEINZS
GERBER'S, CLAPP'S, or HEINZS

/jf

6 SMALL CANS

NANCY JO

Jjf

LITE FLAKE

PORK & BEANS 12 oz. can m

FLOUR, regular

GOLD CRAFT

FARM BRAND

Full Quart
box

28 oz. jar
•

FULL CREAM

FRUIT COCKTAIL 15 oz. can
NAAS

m

2

CATSUP

14 oz. bottle

SUNSHINl KRISPY
SUNSHINE

JU

1 Ib. pkg.

\1\ A

GRAPES
SWEET CALIFORNIA

BANANAS

q«

O R A N G E S 2 5 0 & 288 size Ib.

Ib.
each

I*

Ib.

3I(

LARGE, FULL OF MILK

03f

COCOANUT

WEEKEND

MEAT

FOREQUARTER

4^

MUTTON

lb.

SPECIALS

HINBQUARTER

L If

MUTTON

I LB. LAYERS

SLICE

BACON

ib.

75<

Even in i
a tew i

Take, for in
depositing j
than the av
for moving j

GOLDEN RIPE

Ib. I Z i p

YOUR COA

U

m CRACKERS
1 lb. pkg.
m
FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

SUNSHINE HI-HO

u

Yoifr

lar L\
pound

CHEESE

•15*

12 oz. can

CRACKERS

$11

HUNTS

pkg.-

PREM LUNCHEON

MEAT

25-lb. bag

APPLE BUTTER

49*

SEACHLIGHT

No. 2 can

G R E E N BEANS

PHILLIPS

PEANUT BUTTER

j(

2 cans

BABY F O O D

^r .

3 tall sans

No. 2 can

cost tri
from hand!
Modern Ar.
hj
ser
®°t nearly ]
lions for
for taxes i

of new i
tennined
yow friend

Listen to " B h g Sir.gs" Daily W S O N Henderson, Ky. 9 A.M.

—

Ambulance Service
PHONES:

Place you

Lcving C U P Ccffe<

home.
N Y L O N S

We

ASSOCIATE

RED TOKAY

Not only lamps, but you will now find in

Fal

Balbo Rye

BB-ig

See the handy new light
in the base.

YOU

IMsii

EASY

ffcis.

CHOCOLATE CAKES

now. Come in, look them

12

6.00x16
COSTS
ONIY.

sizes

OTWIR

CELLO WRAPPED

See them in our window

be

C N J O V FINEST D A V I S
T H I S O N vou» C A R
N O W I o r M O W TIM K > »
V O U » MONEY PIUS THE
SAFETY v o u NEED .
AND
T M M J Y O U O l IIKEI

MATCHES

$10.75

over and

I Y E A R GUARANTE

SAUER KRAUT

For the next few days, or

can

Is tho ONLY National!)
Known Tire that 6<vti|
Y* • Definite, Writtn
Nationally - Honord

BOND'S

w

FIRST-lINf TlRf

0)

Insurance

Shop All 9 Floors
for
• Furniture
• Rugs and Carpets
• Home Furnishings

1, Septer

467

Red Front Stores
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

Princeton, Ky.

<

mm
(

:s

i

X:

/
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September 11, 1947

Lining 3 c n o w '
-Vour la^ 1 " w " t h e , u b J e c t
L , major lesson given by Miss
I T , Vandiver, home agent, to
LTndscaP'n« l e a d e r » w h o m e t
[the basement of the Kentucky
KJy Building September 5.
P . w e re made for thre«
LTjeMons. The lesson in Jan[ l will include kind of roses
r ^ t and where to place and
P]^, build walks.
u h . following clubs were presL Cedar Bluff, Mrs. W. H
Li Mrs. Herbert Williams;
R Mrs Percy Piercy, Mrs.
Wood; Crider, Mrs. CllfL Clift, Mrs. Floyd Dunbar;
r ^ i e Road, Mrs. Denny
u[ Mrs. Urey Lamb; FriendL/Mrs. Shellie White; FarmRile, Mrs. Pat Tyrie, Mrs.
Pgjje Watson; Hopkinsville
L Mrs B. L. Paris; Lebanon,
r T . A. Ladd; Otter Pond,
L Homer Mitchell.

ship, Mrs. Wnburn Crow*; Hopkins vlllu Ro*d, Mi,. John Presler; Otter P o n d , Mrs. L. B
Sims, and Miss Wilma Vandiver,
Homo Demonstration Agent.
The publicity chairman .of the
H o m e m a k e r s clubs met in the
Extension office, September 3,
to plan publicity for tljis year.
Mrs. Virgil Coleman, county publicity chairman, presided and
made a report on th* district
meeting held in Providence.
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Br Jack Wild

Texas To Have
Underground Tube

that slows both highway
channel traffic.

Houston — yp) — In 1040
Texas will have its first underwater highway traffic tunnel.
Moft owners never know they
The Harris county commis- have termites until costly damsioners court is receiving bids age is already done.
Do as
on construction of a $5,000,000 more than 1,000,000 property
vehicular tunnel at Pasadena, owners have done since 1927
B F *il'
' 0 0 0 ( 1 l n * hollow Texas, that will run 2,200 feet . . . ask for a free TERMINIX
inspection. There is no obligaH* T y ;
1»H wltli Hie axe
under the Houston ship chan- tion.
Br HMr
That's how the nel and replace a ferry service
PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
A
a |
I 1914 Kentucklau
Phone 260
l ^ k ''W^WtOL described one UnAuthorised fteprmntatt V* OI
A
r ^ H lversity ot KenA N K L E T S 11 pairs $1.00
O h i o VilUv TtrmlnU Corp.
tuoky senior. ToBy prepaid Parcel Post. Kllsht ImI»r. Donovan day that man Is
perfecta of regular 26c-S5o fine a n k president of the University.. And
leta f o r Infanta, children, or ladle*.
As Adv.rll„d
In "Tha M "
today the things the anonymous
Cuff topa. assorted colors. Pleaao
state
alsea.
yearbook editor wrote 33 years
Southern
Bale* Ca.,
Dept.
APN,
ago might still apply.
W
TERMINIX
P. O. Box 2029,
Knoavllle, T e n n .
Herman Lee Donovan was bom
W '.iHU> , I AHt.tM IN I HmHI tpm>
and reared on a Mason County
farm. A minor regret of his life
Is that he was not named Patrick,
"for the line Irish sound of it." After finishing Minerva High Schdol
he became principal of a twoteacher school ln Lewlsburg. Realizing the need for further education, he sold his horse. Old Prince,
for $150 and set out for Bowling
Oreen to enroll at Western Stale
Normal 8chool.
Along to the spring his money
ran low, and he wrote that he was
coming home. President Cherry
heard of It and offered to lend him
enough to tide him over. When he
didn't turn up at home his father
asked why, learned of the loan, and
rushed $100 to his son, explaining
that "If he is worth that much to
Dr. Cherry he Is worth that much
to me."
Young Donovan taught school
at Paducah and Wlckllffe, married
"a very pretty young thing" (he
Ptpri-Cola Company, Long Island CUv. N. Y.
waa 23 at the time), Nell Stuart of
Pembroke. Then came the U. K. Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Company
days, an assistant superln tendency
of Louisville Schools, service to
World War I, a year to business,
study at Columbia, supertotendency
of Cattlettsburg Schools, a deanshlp
at Eastern, special study at Peabody
and Chicago, presidency of Eastern.
He was named U. K. president to
1941.
Dr. Donovan believes to "learning
for life's sake. Every stogie person's
life should be richer because of the
state university."
His hobbles: a 200-acre stock
farm near Richmond, and collecting manuscripts on constitutional
history.

-Sad. serious,
temperamental.
truthful. ...'cultured In tits cornpatch'... .rich to nab and flUed
with knowledge... .a great lover ot
M B M H B
discission, being
as happy in dem r V* J B f
bate as a pet

The feudist's squirrel rifle for
sniping and pistol for close range
fighting make news ln Breathitt
county far less often than they
did forty years ago. Better school
and civilizing influences from outi
side have brought many Changes!
for the better. In respect for law.
Breathitt county gains generally
have moved slowly, according to
data found in a report authorized by Dr. Howard W. Beers and
Catherine P. Heflin and published by the Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station, Lexington.

Miss Dorothy Davis, of The
Leader, met with tbe aroup and
made suggestions on ways of improving publicity for the county
papers.
The group recommended that
pictures and radio be used as
means of informing the public.
Clubs represented were: Bethany. Mrs. Clarence Nichols; Crider, Mrs. Charles Wilson; Eddy
The report, entitled "people
Creek, Mrs. Wylie Brown; Otter
and Resources in Eastern KenPond. Mrs. George Martin!
tucky," is supposed to cover 33
Quinn
Kentucky counties in the SouthThe Quinn Homemaker's Club ern Appalachian Highlands, but
met with Mrs. J. R. Williams for the actual survey is confined to
its annual picnic August 30.
^ice-Presidents M e e t
Breathitt and some magisterial
The Quinn quartet furnished districts in Knott and Perry
Us. Hugh Yates, vice-presiL of the Caldwell County the program.
counties, territory known as the
Ljmakert;, presided at a counPresent were: Mr. and Mrs. Quicksand area.
Lride meeting of vice-presi- Ray Tayloe, Mr. and Mrs. ClifAnonymous Breathitt commenL in the Extension office of ton Crenshaw and family; Mr. tators quoted in the Beers-Heflin
[(courthouse. Goals for ex- and Mrs. Roy Massy and chil- report, gives us, this picture:
S H A R E B E A U T Y P A G E A N T H O N O R S — T h r e e brunettes
Lion were tenatively set up dren of the Government Home"There are just too many peowho took the lead in the preliminaries of the 1947 combthe group. It was planed that makers Club; Mr. and Mrs. Pete ple trying to live on the resourpetition
for the " M i s s America" title. Raven Malone, Miss
L ciub have at least one Howton and children; Mr. and ces of this area. We are in the
Leting m unorganized groups, Mrs. Raymond Lowery, Mr. and same boat as Austria and the Bal- New York City (left) and June Elder, Miss Alabama
(right) tied for bathing suit honors while Donna Shore,
[present were: Bethany, Mrs. Mrs. Roy Traylor, Mr. E. P. kans."
Wice Nichols; Cedar Bluff, Traylor, Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Vil"From the Perry county line
Miss Miami Beach (center) took the number one spot in
h Aaron Cummins; Friend- lines, Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Sigler, along Troublesome Creek, all the "talent t e s t " semi-finals in Atlantic City, N . J. ( A P
the way now, you can almost Wirephoto)
throw a stone from one house to
the next; yet there probably whole way."
come, but that could be done
aren't 30 acres of level land the
"We have little creeks 4 or 5 through organized effort on the
miles long with 30 to 40 families part of an agency created strictMrs. Edd Drennan, Mr. and Mrs.
living along them. The result is ly for the purpose. Right now I
Marlin Sigler, Mr. and Mrs. C.
that they have to push up the could use one or more good
E. Oates, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
hillsides and clear off the trees mountaineer families on my own
Coleman; Misses Hilda and Linto raise crops and get a little diggings down in Henderson
da Villines, Luretta Traylor,
something to live on. We have county,
Mary Lowery, Elnor Crenshaw,
about 24,000 people in Breathitt
Ella Mae Massy, Dorothy Massy,
county, but we ought not to have
Sandra Coleman, Pamela Sigler,
more than 12,000."
Carolyn Gene Sigler, Vera DrenThis from the Beers-Heflin renan; Messrs. Clifton Utterback,
port
itself:
Thorton, Cullen, Roy Lowrey,
"The average value of farms
James Roy Traylor, James Sigler, Hulett Castleberry, Junior in Breathitt county in 1939 was
$839, for Shelby, an Outer BlueOne, nice seven-room home with all modern conMassy, and David Crenshaw.
grass country, it was $8,666 —
The September meeting will
veniences including city water.
Lot 1 5 0 x 2 5 0 ; one
nearly ten times as much. The
be at Mrs. Raymond Lowery's
average value of buildings a farm
quarter mile from Princeton City limits on PrincetonSept. 22 at 2 P. M.
We can help you with Alfalfa, Vetch,
in Breathitt was $201; in Shelby
$3,281—more than 16 times as
Homemakers Schedule
Eddyville road. Priced to sell at
Balbo Rye, Red Top, Red Clover, Sweet
Sept. 9, 2:00 p.m., Lebanon, much. The average value a farm I
of implements and machinery in I
Mrs. T. A. Ladd, hostess.
Sept. 10, 1:45 p.m., Lakewood, Breathitt was $35; in Shelby,
Glover, Crimson Clover, Timothy.
$611—nearly 18 times as much.
Mrs. L. M. Sells, hostess.
Sept. 11, 2:00 p.m., Cedar Bluff, Only 100 farms were on hard
Mrs. Tully Choice, hostess.
Innoculation for Clovers.
surfaced roads, 147 had electriAlso several other houses,) lots and farms
Sept. 12, 2:00 p.m., Eddyville city within one-fourth of a mile
Road, Mrs. William Beck, hostess. from the dwelling, 47 had elecSept. 16, 2:00 p.m., Otter Pond, tric lighting in the home, and
Place your order now for Fall fertilizers.
NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY!
Mrs. Bryant Sims, hostess, Miss 32 had telephones.
Robbie Sims, co-hostess.
"The usual supply of tools on
20% Phosphate, 2-12-6, 4-12-4, 0-14-4
Sept. 17, 2:00 p.m., Crider, Mrs. farms in the Quicksand area as
Floyd *Dunbar, hostess.
recently a3 1942 included only
Sept. 18, 2:00 p.m., Friendship,
such items as a garden hoe, sled
Mrs. Herman Oliver, hostess.
(instead of a wagon or cart),
single-6hovel (bull-tongue) plow,
Advisory Council
The advisory council will meet turning plow, hand corn planter,
Insurance and Real Estate
in the little court room of the drag harrow, axe, cross-cut saw,
P H O N E 54
W . M A I N ST,
courthouse Thursday afternoon, pick for digging coal, a few cartools, i and
minimum
Sept. 11, at 1:30, stated Mrs. Ray penter
Martin, county president of the "gear" for one work animal."
Caldwell County Homemakers.
In the early days timber was
Reports of federated officers the main source of cash from
and county leaders will be given the outside. Now most of the
at this time, plans will also be timberland has been cut over,
made for Annual Day.
Hopkinsville Road
Phone 127-J
and only a few little portable
Miss Leone Gillett, assistant sawmills exist. The last log raft
State leader, will be present for from Breathitt woods was floatthis meeting.
ed down the Kentucky river past
Jackson in 1932.
So that's as much of .the story
Your penny's
tvorffr
of resources in the Quicksand
area as I have space to give you.
There are more than fifty
counties that could absorb from
forty to sixty farm families —
counties where income would be
three to five times as great.
an
a
Those people would have to
learn how to U3e modern machinery, but that should be comparatively easy. Their womenfolk would have the advantage
Exciting new Fall styles!
of home demonstration agents
ot teach them better housekeepSome with 144-inch
ing, modern canning and preservswirling skirts, some witb
ing.
deep pleats: others witl\
Strong family ties, which keep

Have You
Planned Your
Fall Planting

FOR SALE!

Kobfnson
Iiuplemnet Co

Women's Wonderful

Washable

YOUR CMMCT WEIGHT
TOH OF FREIGHT

most of the mountain folk where
they are, would have to be over-

.triple-tiered
skirts.

J:lounc&

80-square .per-;

calfes,' broadcloths,_j)op-.

Made to Sell far
Much Morel

l i n t . 1 2 - 2 0 . 38-52-.

Famous Gaymode
NYLON
HOSE
Women's
Full
Fashioned 51
gauge 30 denier Nylons, Nylon
Welt, Nylon reinforced foot.

ILLINOIS
CENTRAL
RAILROAD

and

1-49

Open Thursday Afternoons'

( E a s t Bid* of r % * r « )
10S Court Square,
Princeton
Pho^ 470

Sugor-Bowl-Savlngt .Grow Into Bank-Book Dollars

Classic Casuals, Smart Walkers,
Closed .Toes,< Scallop ^Tops I

Every One Leather
and at Huge Savings I
Specially Priced—and right"at"the height oft
the Fall Season! All selected leathers — no
fabrics, no plastics! And all sturdily c o n structed! T b e casual in richest turftant the
dress styles in black*
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Methodist Board
For Year Named

Trustees Are Reelected
At Quarterly Conference Sunday

The official board of Ogden
Memorial Methodist Church for
the next conference year, which
begins Sunday, was elected at
the quarterly conference held
last Sunday night. New stewards who will become members
of the official board by virtue
of their election are: Thomas
Lacey, Lee Cardin, G. U. Griffin, Dr. N. T. Cole and Jack
Henry. Retained from last year's
board were: Dr. W. L. Cash,
Dr. B. L. Keeney, E. B. Chandler, J. A. Creasey, K. R. Cummins, Merle Drain, L. P. Hopper,
Dr. C. H. Jaggers, Mrs. L. H.
Lowry, Mrs. Fred Pickering,
George Martin, Jr., Harry Long,
B. N. Lusby, J. D. Alexander,
T. L. Amos, Grayson Harralson,
Frank Webb, R. S. Sneed, Dr.
Ralph Cash and R. S. Gregory.
Trustees re-elected were: G.
G. Harranson, F. K. Wylie, W.
O. Towery, Dr. W. L. Cash, W.
L. Davis, Dr. B. L. Keeney, L. H.
Lowry, B. N. Lusby and M. L.
Kinsolving.
The church superintendent and
assistant superintendent
were
Harry Long, general superintendent; Mrs. Ralph Randolph,
nursery superintendent; Mrs. Hillery Barnett; superintendent of
children's division; Mrs. Don
Boitnott, superintendent youth
division; Mrs. Thos. Lacey, assistant superintendent youth division; J. D. Alexander, superintendent adult division.
Mrs. George Pettit was elected director of music and organist. Mrs. Cooper Crider, assistant
organist.

Western Has Rooms
For 200 More Men
Bowling Green—Living accommodations for approximately 200
single men are still available at
Western Kentucky State Teahers
College as plans for opening of
the fall term here September 25
are being completed.

3d Oil Well Brought In
On Slaughters Lease;
May Yield 1,000 Bbls.

CHEAPEST
Car Insurance is FOR THE FINEST
of monuhaving your lubrication done
ments, it will pay you to see
by factory-trained men who
Rev. Rodolph Lane, 320 Daw-

( B V A S S O C I A T I D Pntss)
Madisonville—A third oil well
has been brought in by George
S. Engles and associates, Mount
Carmel, 111., on the James A.
Dixon farm, one mile west of
Slaughters.
Oil men expressed the opinion
the well might produce between
700 and 1,000 barrels of oil a
day and termed It the highest
producing well yet found In the
field.
Additional oil wells have been
brought in by lley Browning on
the Prichett farm near Slaughters and by O. O. Borden and
associates on the Dawes farm,
seven miles northeast of Madisonville. Volumes of these wells
have not been determined.

know when and where and
what type ot grease and oils
Uf use. Hodge Motor Sales and
Implement Co. West Main St.

SONETTES
Moisture Proof
No Caking
No Shaking
Flick of Finder

KENNEDY RADIO SERVICE —
410 Eagle St. Phone 365-J. We
pick up and deliver. Service
guaranteed. George Gallaher,,
service man.
tfc
IT IS TIME to have your car
vacuum-cleaned
and waxed
for fall weather. Hodge Motor
Sales and Implement Co. West
Main St. Phone 87.
tfc

Moves To Louisville To
Direct Reynolds
Public Relations

Washington — Keen Johnson,
vice-president and director of
public relations for the Reynolds
Metals Company has moved his
base of operations from Washington to Louisville.
Johnson had been in Washington since early 1944, having gone
to work for the Reynolds company soon after the end of his
term as Governor. The company
gave him a leave of absence durig the year he served as Undersecretary of Labor, from which
post he resigned August 1.
The majority of the Reynolds
company activity is centered in
Louisville, Alabama, and Ar-.
kansas. One of Johnson's duties
as director of public relations is
to appear before business groups.
He will speak to the Bib SandyElkhorn Coal Operators Association September 12 and to the
Massachusetts Trucking Association, in Boston, October 11. September 25, he will speak to the
Traffic Club of » Pheonix, Ariz.,
where Reynolds has a plant.

Barbara Jo Walker "Miss Memphis," sits on her
throne in Atlanta City, N. J. (Sept. 6) after being crowned
Miss America 1947. The five foot, seven-inch, 21-year-old
brunette won a $5,000 scholarship for any school of her
choosing with the title. ( A P Wirephoto)

Jaycees Present
School Program

Ramsden Demonstrates
His Notavar To Pupils
And Public

S A L E !

$11,250

C. A. WOODALL

ltc

FOR SALE: 250 pounds of certified Ky. 31 Fescue seed. W.
W. Hill Hopkinsville, Ky. $1.50
per lb. Phone 3612.
ltp

Keen Johnson Is
Back In Kentucky

Burgess Takes First
In Gun Club Shoot,

City Has 15 Miles Of
Improved, 16 Of Unimproved Streets

WANTED—First class mechanic. FOR SALE: Seven-room house
including one large room used
Apply at Mitchell Implement
as neighborhood grocery; elecCo. Phone 242.
ltc
tricity, gas, bath, completely
FOR SALE: Warm Morning cirmodern. Located 402 W. Marculator; practically new; Maket St., Princeton, Ky. Phone
hogany finish. Call Mrs. Den216-J.
2tp
ton at Penney's or come to
111 Wood St.
ltp FOR SALE: Moore's Air-Tight
Heater, slightly used. Price,
MONUMENTS: John Davis and
$40. Can be seen at 401 N. HarSon. Phone 96.
tfc
rison St.
ltp

Morristown, N. J. — (JP) —
Burnham Park's tame ducks have
been having navibation trouble.
They keep getting into a whirlpool, and police with nets have
to drag them to safety.

and Dry Cleaner

Make * date now to come
see these smooth little
attention-getters in our
new Autumn collection.

•T

For Pick-Up
and Delivery

E N D U S I N O K B I I S L I B Q U A I rrv.

$5.95

Princeton Shoe Co.

Winstead Jewelers
'Your credit is good . . .
Use it!"

PLEASE CALL O N US FOR ANY TYPE OF
PHOTOGRAPHY

We Specialize in Children's Portraits.

Neat and good looking! 6button BIG BROTHER coat
style; 14%-17.

t
HARD

FOR

*

WEAR

cut full and roomy
$1.98 each
Wear-tested
HARDWEAR
brand for perfect fit . . .
better appearance. Suntan
pants, shirt $1.98 each.

garment

Men's Work Hats
In tan and blue shades . . .
made for comfort and long
service.
,

49tf to $2.25

Men's Work Shirt
GIBRALTAR Make
$1.98
Faultlessly tailored in soft,
blue cloth; 14% to 17.

For Your
Laundry and
Dry-Cleaning.

Men's Work Shoes

We have an experienced crew to take care
of your cleaning needs.

Comfort and Wear! $2.98
DURABILT shoe in brown
leather with leather innersole & heel. Size 7% to II.

Wamorcham

Sizes 3« to 54
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D u r a b i l t W o r k Shoe
Garrison Type
Extra hard wearing! Brown
waxed split-leather upp«fSizes 6-11.

1}wcky

Nat.
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«nkfort — r
to add l.o.
f Kentucky
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rd Day by ,
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Jto Univerl
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$2.49

Protect your clothes in shop
or garage, repairing and
gardening.

~

S9"

Kader
this n

a «luaintanc

Men's Work Sox
Rockford sox in white and
mixed colors . . .
19^tp

29£

Beatts
" " > in Jc

, "niversitj
•Qierin'
, ' J W . r l
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Madisonville St.
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Blue Denim Overalls

76

cl"<ied

for MEN AT WORK

Blue denim, tan and stripes
. . . neat and
durable.
A5(f.

Wimorcham

Men's W o r k Gloves
Cloth, fuzzy palms and
leather . . . short and long
Cuff.
27(f. to $1.98

Blue shirt and pants..

Men's Work Caps

or make

"ONE-STOP"

With stainless back.

YOUR CONVENIENCE

$1.49

Volume

| Dr. Brinson svi
Lester Mc
or of the 14
2 years,
to the

STUDIO OPEN AT

Blue Chambray

no'"
COMMUNIT

Louisville

Phone 8 7 2 - W

Rugged Work Shirt

n

McGee

MARTIN'S
Portrait Studio

LONG

$4.49

A

Here's a >cunning watch bracelet,
designed to add style and charm
to the smartest of new watches.
It »-t-r-c-t-c-b-«-s, for easy, safer
wear, for day-long comfort,
Light in weight, gold-finished in

3tc -Se*|

TAILORED

The all-purpose
for men.

900

EXPANSION WATCH BRACELET

Master Commissioner'

m i cuffi

White Unionalls

Invite
You To Call

LADY THINFliX

Amy Frances Littlep^

When Your
Back Hurts-

Your New'J.aundry

of velvet-'soft suede

Vi, • • •
Heirs and creditor, of
O. O'Hara, deceased
ORDER OF REFKRflNCE.
All persons indebted to *J
estate of the late James G ol
Hara, please make settlement)
October 1, 1947, and tho* jl
ing claims against the said
tate must present same proJi
proven by same date, or Ufa
ever barred.

9

DOANS PILLS

He remernb^ra^you by your

San Jose, Calif.
^
sign is found on the q
Pass-Crater UkeHighw,. ^
Louisville — (tf) — Two specnle Ssprings 17 mile,."
ial trains will run to the Democratic State election campaign
opening at Morehead Saturday, NOTICE
C A Pepper, admini^J
Sept 27. One train will originate
of the late James G
from Louisville and the other deceased, estate

Whirling Dervish Ducks

COMPLETE lubrication, washing, polishing and simonizing
of cars and trucks. Mitchell
Implement Co. Phone 242. ltc

LIBERTY Aluminized roof preserver, $2.75 gal., in 5's. McGough Paint and Wallpaper
Store.
ltc
At Monday night's city council meeting, attended by Mayor
NOTICE —
W. L. Cash and all councilmen,
There will be an ice cream and
measures to decrease unnecespie supper at Mt. Hebron
sary noises, such as those causschool, Sat. night, Sept. 13. The
ed by operating motorcycles
public is cordially invited to
without mufflers, were discus 3ed.
attend. Harlan Stallings, teachNumerous complaints of incier.
It
dents creating traffic hazards,
including careless bicycle ridir.g
on busy streets and non-observance of stop rigns, were reported.
Opening to traffic of about
A n d Y o u r Strength a n d
500 feet of additional concrete
Energy Ia Below" Par
driveway in Cedar Hill cemetery
It m a y be caused b y disorder of kidney
function
that permits poisonous
was noted. A report on mileage
v u t i to accumulate. For truly many
of improved and unimproved
people feel tired, weak and miserable
when the kldneya fail t o r e m o v e ezceea
streets of the city, called for by
acids and other waste matter f r o m the
blood.
the Kentucky Municipal League,
Y o u m a y suffer nagging backache,
rheumatie pains, headachee, diaainese,
showed 15 miles of improved and
retting u p nights, leg paina, swelling.
16 miles of unimproved streets.
S o m e t i m e s frequent and scanty urination with smarting and burning Is anCity Attorney Gordon Lisanby
other sign that something la wrong with
the k i d n e y s or bladder.
wa6 requested to prepare an
T h e r e should be n o d o u b t that p r o m p t
treatment la wiser thsn neglect. Use
ordinance regulating construcDoan'i
Pills.
It ia better t o rely
nir on a
tion of buildings adjacent to
medicine that haa won c o u n t r•ywide
y w i d e ai
apWest Kentucky Angus
roval than o n something lees ffavorably
avorably
streets, allowing a space of four
n o w n . Doan'i have been tried and testE
Breeders To Meet Dec* 9
ed many yeara. A r e at all drug stores.
G s t Doan i t o d a y .
Madisonville, (AP) — Decem- feet between the proposed building
and
the
curb.
ber 9 has been set as the date
for the annual meeting and elecIn England, cotton was first
tion of the directors of the
Western Kentucky Angus Breed- used as candle wicking.
ers Association, it was announced
here yesterday, following a directors' meeting.
The association's annual spring
sale of cattle was set for April
15, 1948.

Quite A Leap

Two Special Trains
Planned For Demo
Campaign Opening

for rent,
701
Washington street. Call William G. Pickering.
ltc from Plkeville.
State and Rowan county DemWANT TO BUY a hom^T Call
K. R. Cummins. Phone 520-J- ocratic leaders met here TuesWant to buy insurancef Call day to make final plans for the
Cummins Ins. Agency. Phone opening, at which Rep. Earle C.
520-J.
ltc Clements, nominee for Governor,
will start his campaign.
EXPERT watch repairing, sevenCampaign Chairman Tom R.
day service, crystals fitted Underwood said the train f n m
while-U-wait — Winstead Jew- Louisville will be available to
lers.
tfc Democrats from western and
SPINET BARGAIN—Want some central Kentucky, and the train
party to contact who has good from Pikeville will go through
credit and will pay minimum the Big Sandy valley to Ashdown payment and assume sev- land, and thence to Morehead.
eral monthly payments on
dainty little spinet piano. Address "Piano"
care of The
Princeton Leader. Will advise
2tc
where to see piano.

PIANOS — HIGH QUALITY —
NOTICE —
LOW PRICE. FREE delivery
There will be an ice cream and
Dye Piano Co., 409 S. Main,
pie supper at Friendship school
Hopkinsville, Ky.
25tp
Friday night, Sept. 19. Proceeds will be used for benefit FOR SALE: Gas stove. See J.
of the school. Miss Thelma
O. Franklin. Phone 428. ltc
Brandon; Mrs. Wood Holloway.
ltc NOTICE: For heavy hauling
anywhere, anytime, call H. C.
MAN WANTED — For Rawleigh
Russell. Phone 64.
tfc
business in Princeton, Eddyville, Dawson Springs and WANT TO SELL your home?
Call K. R. Cummins, Phone
Marion. No experience or cap520-J. Want a dividend on your
ital necessary. Sales easy to
insurance policy. Call Cummake and profits large. Start
mins Ins.
Agency.
Phone
immediately. Rawleigh's, Dept.
520-J.
ltc
KYH-891-190, Freeport, 111. 3tc

The Princeton Gun Club met
last Thursday afternoon on the
Wylie Brown Farm, near Eddy
Creek. Each member made 35
shots and* the following scores
were recorded: Blazier, 24; Jacob, 19; Palmer, 20; Cherry, 29;
Burgess 31; Cameron, 20; Wil- WANTED: Apartment, furnished preferred, must be at least
ilarrts, 14, and Lisanby 24. There
three rboms with all convenare 21 members in the club and
iences. J. A. Mesaris, Recruitthe next meeting will be held
ing Office, Courthouse.
ltp
on the farm of Mrs. Alice
Denham.
FOR SALE: Six-room house;
506 Maple Ave. Phone 726-W.
2tp

Noise Complaints
Heard By Council

son Road, one mile from
courthouse. Representing The
Calloway Monument Co.
4tp

tfc APARTMENT

Phone 87.

The first in a series of six
programs made available on a
free basis to Butler High School
pupils by local Jaycees was presented at school assembly Monday, featuring Charles A. RamsOnly four percent of the land den, of California, demonstrating
Everybody reads The Leader! surface of Norway is cultivated. an unusual electronic musical instrument called the Novatar,
which he invented
and built
himself.
The same program was presented Monday night for entertainment of the public. Season
tickets for evening performances
in the series, to be given in
220 A. at Fredonia; 4 barns; pond; limeButler High School auditorium,
are on sale. It is planned in this
stone land; 8-room dwelling; several everlasting
way to have the series of programs, furnished by the Souponds.
thern Assembly Program Agency,
paid for by adults and presented
to pupils free of charge.
Mr. Ramsden has appeared on
numerous radio programs and
/
has demonstrated his instrument
in several European capitols. He
used it here to imitate an entire
orchestra, pipe organ, train, various animals and many other
things. L. C. Taylor, city school
superintendent, said the program
Insurance and Real Estate
was excellent and was enjoyed
by all. He estimated approxiW . M A I N ST.
PHONE 64
mately 700 students, including
200 from the Eastside Grade
School, attended.
According to J. H. Presler,
president of the Jaycees,
the
night attendance was not as large
as had been hoped, due to unavoidable delay in announcing
the program to. the public.
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